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Presidential election likely
to become hot one at home

Paris golfer wins MCC
youth tournament here

See ROyko's column, page 3

See stw, on page 10
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120 Mondale makes promises to convention
1984
Serving Murray arid Calloway County since 1879

RRAY, KY.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) With Geraldine Ferraro his
ticket mate by his party's
shouted acclamation, Walter
Mondale is running for president
on promises to "stop the illegal
war in Nicaragua, meet the
Soviets once a year, slash the
deficit - and raise taxes.
Accepting his party's nomination, Mondale launched his

VOLUME 106 NO. 171

uphill battle for office from the
rostrum of a Democratic National Convention that finally
achieved unity - over his choice
of a woman as vice presidential
partner.
Ms. Ferraro's nomination
Thursday night was approved
by unanimous, long, loud shout.
Even when she said no more
than, "My name is Geraldine

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 20, 1964

Ferraro," the 3,934 delegates
shouted themselves hoarse.
Democrats gave Mondale the
harmony he needed if he is to
have a chance against President
Reagan. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. who four years ago failed
to wrest the nomination from
Jimmy Carter and then avoided
the nominee's embrace on the
podium, delivered a rousing in.

33e Per Copy

troduction for Mondale.
"By his choice of Geraldine
Ferraro," Kennedy said,
"Walter Mondale has already
done more for this country in
one short day than Ronald
Reagan has done in four long

Then Mondale came out
fighting. He accused President
Reagan of keeping his proposals

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

for solving America's problems
secret, just as Democrats used
to claim Richard Nixon did with
his "secret plan to end the war"
in Vietnam
"If this administration has a
plan for a better future," said
Mondale, "they're keeping it a
secret."
He said the next president whether he or Reagan - will

have to raise taxes, an unusual
concession. Most politicians
shun such talk.
"Taxes will go up, and anyone
who says they won't is not telling
the truth to the American people," Mondale said. The differences between himself and
Reagan, he said, are that he is
(Coat'd on page 2)

New state proposal eliminates
necessity of moving cemetery
3."

Emotional issues of Hardin intersection subside
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Residents of the Hardin community met again Thursday
evening to discuss the proposed
construction of an overpass at
the intersection of U.S. 641 and
Kentucky 80. Emotions had been
stirred unspeakably since the
original announcement that a
portion of the nearby Pace
Cemetery would be moved to accommodate a northeastern entrance ramp from Kentucky 80
onto 641.
During the meeting Marshall
County Judge-Executive Mike
Miller presented an alternate
proposal that was designed by
the Department of Highways only recently.
According to Miller, state officials have said the new plan is
not a good design but is one they
can live with.
"We met with representatives
Wednesday," he said. "At that
time, the alternate plan was
given to us." Miller was referr-

ing to himself, Hardin Mayor
Rudy Jackson and Marshall
County Magistrate Bill Butler.
The new plan seemed to draw
considerable favor in a situation
destined to be polemic in nature
- with safety and sentiment at
the core of each viewpoint.
The majority of those persons
speaking out during the public
hearing voiced their concern
that disturbing the cemetery'
wor.1119 not be a welcome move
Many questioned the
possibilities of working around
the site, but Miller reminded the
crowd of the legalities brought
out during the last meeting that
would prohibit such action.
"Design specifications will not
allow a shorter ramp on one side
of the cemetery, and federal requirements will not permit
landlocking the cemetery by
placing the ramp on the other
side," Miller said.
The new proposal will call for
entrance to northbound U.S. 641
traffic via a U-shaped ramp on

the southeast side of the intersection, similar to one used
for access to the Jackson Purchase Parkway at the Benton
toll plaza. The original plan was
that of a diamond shape with a
ramp on each of the four sides.
Miller said it was explained to
him the new proposal will add
approximately $1 million to the
oast of the project. This will
place the total costs in the
neighborhood of $5.5 million, he
stated.
According to Miller, the
estimated costs of constructing
the overpass at the time U.S. 641
was being built was $2 million some $3.5 million leas than today's projections.
The proposed contruction of
the overpass is scheduled to be
funded on an 80-20 federal grant
system, Miller pointed out.
"This money is earmarked for
the overpass project only. If
Hardin does not utilise the
funds, they will be used for
something else."

Moving a partion of the Pace Cemetery near the Hardin intersection of U.S. 641 and Kentucky 80 has
been a major concern to residents in that community. The idea of relocating the gra es came about
with the proposed construction of an overpass at the dangerous intersection. Cars traveling along
Kentucky 80 can be seen in the background.
Should the overpass be constructed, Kentucky 80 will be
closed for approximately two
years. However, it was reported
that limited access to homes and
businesses in that area might be
feasible.
As far as arrangements being
made to move some area
homeowners, it was stated that

—today's index

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a dry Sunday with a
chance of thunderstorms on
Monday and Tuesday.
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are needing to go."
Although the consensus of the
people was that the overpass
would not completely free them
of the possibility of accidents, it
would minimize the frequency of
them at the intersection, Miller
said, commenting on the results
(Cont'd on page 2)

Huddleston visits with
Rotary, press, Stroup
while stopping in Murray
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Today: Sunny with highs in
the upper 80s. South winds 5
to 10 mph
Tonight: Mostly clear with
lows in the mid to upper 60s
Light winds.
Saturday: Mostly sunny hot
and more humid. Highs in the
upper 80s to low 90s. South
winds 5 to 10 mph.

several different directions
could be taken
The rerouting of local traffic
did not present that much of a
problem to those in attendance
This could be achieved by
various methods, Miller stated
"Most of the local residents
know the many roads that will
allow them access to where they

U.S.Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston (left) checks the political winds with Peggy Billington and
Larry England, local co-chairs of his campaign, at the Commerce Centre Thursday afternoon.
Prior to his meeting there Huddleston was the special guest at a luncheon meeting of the Murra)
Rotary Club. He also visited with Murray State University President Dr. Kala Stroup.

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
U.S. Senator Walter ''Dee"
Huddleston came to Murray
yesterday wearing the serene
smile of an incumbent who's
sure of his constituency.
At a press conference in the
Commerce Centre, Huddleston shrugged off the
sharp attacks of challenger
Mitch McConnell with the
brief comment. "I'm not paying much attention to what
he's saying and, it appears to
me, neither is the state."
The two-term Democrat
said McConnell is "trying to
distort my record by using
meaningless statistics," and
was equally unconcerned

about McConnell's criticism,
which he aired in Murray
recently, of Huddleston's vote
on the grain embargo. Said
Huddleston, "I certainly
don't believe I've got to defend against a Louisville
county judge my service to
the agriculture committee "
The stop at the Commerce
Centre was one of several the
senator made in town Thursday. Others included a luncheon with the Rotary Club
and a meeting with Murray
State President Kala Stroup.
He was in Mayfield by evening for a town meeting.
Huddleston said he was just
(Cont'd on page 2)

Blue Cross issue may cause rift with hospital
BY CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A possible rift with Kentucky
Blue Cross has "major implications for our hospital and other
hospitals in the state," Murray
Calloway County Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston said
Thursday.
Poston told the hospital board
of commissioners that the Kentucky Hospital Association may
take coordinated action to sue
and sever relations with the insurer over the reimbursement
limitations Blue Cross has imposed. If a meeting next week
between the KHA executive
board and Blue Cross top of.
ricers produces no alternative,

Poston said he hopes the KHA
members will act as a whole
against the Blue Cross action.
"Everybody's saying we've
Just about taken all we can
stand," said Poston of a recent
KHA meeting attended by about
70 state non-profit hospitals.
Prior to the meeting about 90
hospital attorneys had discussed
options for severing relations
with Blue Cross, he said
Blue Cross has put a cap on
how much it will reimburse
hospitals for treatment charges.
based on ah inflation index
Poston characterised as two or
three years out of date. The insurer also wants to impose a
"hold harmless- clause such as

has been used by Medicare,
which authorizes Blue Cross to
withhold payment if it deter.
mines a patient's hospital stay
wasn't justified The hospital
would have to absorb all charges
In suth instances. Poston said
Poston called the clause
"abrasive to hospitals and a
dangerous precedent." and said
Blue Cross can use It as a sales
pitch in selling policies
Attorneys are Investigating
the possibility of an anti-trust
suit, giyen the fact that Blue
Cross has "so much clout" over
hospitals, Poston explained.
About 22 percent of admitted patients are insured by Blue Cross.
and If hospitals refuse to con-

tract with the insurer Blue Cross
can choose not to pay the
hospital but rather pay the patient directly. The hospital must
then try to collect the fees,
Poston said Also, Blue Cross
will pay only 50 percent of ancillary -charges to a non.
subscribing hospital, he said.
Besides the possible suit, KHA
members will be encouraged to
cancel their Blue Cross contracts and also to cancel Blue
Cross plans for their employees'
insurance, Poston told the
board.. MCCH employees are insured by the KRA trust, he said
Board of commissioners
chairman George Weeks
pointed out Blue Cross made $23

million in net income last year.
Poston said hospitals must act
collectively or Blue Cross will be
able to wield power over them
individually.
In other business, the board
accepted a budget audit for the
fiscal year that ended March 31.
Prepared by the firm of
Richardson, Howe, WilsOn and
Cunningham, the audit showed
the hospital did a good job of cutting its expenses to keep pace
with declining revenues, said
auditor Edgar "Red" Howe, Jr.
A drop of 16 percent in number
of patient-days resulted in less
revenue and net income. Howe

-(Cont'd on page II)
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Officials search Mississippi after boat sinks
CAPEeGIFLARDEAU, Mo. (AP)
— Safety officials have closed
off a section of the Misalealppi
River to search for wreckage
and bodies after two towboats
collided in the fog and one sank
Just south of Cape Girardeau
Tom Robinson. commander of
the Marine Safety office in
Paducah, Ky.. said two men are
missing and presumed dead and
a third might be missing as a
result of the Thursday morning
accident. No bodies have been
recovered
The pilot of the Helen Tully,
Charles Dial of West Memphis.
Ark., and crewman Newt Hendricks of Dyersburg, Tenn., are
presumed dead, Robinson said.
The boat sank about 90 minutes
after the collision, he said.
The Helen Tully normally has
a four-man crew. Robinson said
the other two members might
have gotten off prior to the accident for an unknown reason. He

•

Hardin
overpass...
(Cont'd from page 1)
of the meeting.
Several residents repeatedly
voiced their complaints over the
number of individuals that have
been seen deliberately running
the intersection's red lights.
The main concern brought out
during the evening was that of
future precautions.
"We've moved before, and
we'll move again if it will mean
saving a life," said Margie
Etheridge, a resident who lives
near the intersection.
Squire Butler told the group
that the Hardin intersection was
rated as the worst in the state at
this time, followed by one in

said one of the men had notified
Patton-Tully Transportation Co.
of Memphis, which owns the
boat, but the other worker has
not been found
There were no injuries among
the crew of the other towboat,
the Maba Kelce
Robinson said the Helen Tully
sunk in the main channel about
100 yards above the Thebes
railroad bridge. The river was
closed until salvage operations
could be completed, he said,
describing the stretch where the
accident occurred as "difficult
even in the best of times" to
navigate.
''The towboat is in the middle
of the channel and the river Is
falling," he said. "We may be
able to open the river to limited
traffic in the next few hours. But
it could be closed as long as a
week."
The Marine Safety commander said police and rescue

Owensboro, and that he was indeed in favor of the overpass not
only for his safety, but for that of
hts children and others'
children.
Butler has been one of the
primary backers of the overpass
construction ever since witnessing the death of an elderly
woman involved in an accident a
few months ago.
The proposed overpass is
slated to be 180 feet in length
with two 12-foot lanes and a
14-foot reverse turn lane.
The design work is currently
estimated at two years with the
construction likewise taking twc
years. The actual work should
begin at the end of those first
two years.
According to Miller, most of
the emotional aspects of the
overpass were settled during the
Thursday night meeting.

Library patrons being asked
to register for new ID cards
All Calloway County Public
Library patrons will be asked to
register for a new Library Identification Card beginning Monday, July 23.
The week of July 23-28 will be
designated as Patron Registration Week. In order to expedite
the registration process, persons desiring a library card are
urged to come in during this
week. All patrons must register,
it was noted. Those who cannot
come to the library at this time
will be issued a new card before
books can be checked out.
"It has been 14 years since we
began the present system of borrowing and many of the cards
are obsolete and contain wrong
information," stated Margaret

Trevathan. "We will be able to
use the new card as we plan
toward computer usage in our
charge out system for the
future," she further stated.
To further promote registration during the designated week
a book drawing will be held each
day. Persons may register for
the free book as They make application for a new card.
There is no charge to
Calloway County residents for a
borrower's car and persons may
register from age 7 up.
Patrons are also urged to keep
their own library card with them
instead of on file at the library
because of space problems at
the circlation desk.

Miss America's crown
threatened by photos
NEW YORK (AP) — Nude
photographs of Vanessa
Williams in intimate scenes with
another woman, being published
in the September issue of Penthouse magazine, could cost the
reigning Miss America her
crown, pageant officials said.
Officials, described as "extremely distressed," were to
meet today to decide whether to
cut short the reign of Miss
Williams, 21, the first black Miss
America, said Mary Kay Marks,
the wife of pageant executive
director Albert A. Marks Jr.
If removed before her reign
ends in September, Miss
Williams would be replaced by
runner-up Miss New Jersey.
Suzette Charles, who is also
black.
No other Miss America has
ever been forced to resign, according to the New York Daily
News.
The photographs were taken
by free-lance photographer Tom
Chiapel "sometime before"
Miss Williams won the pageant
in September. Penthouse
publisher Robert Guccione said
Thursday.
"They're nude and they're
very revealing." Guccione said
"They're rather like other photo
layouts that appear In Penthouse. There is nothing coy
about them. They're quite
exciting."
Playboy magazine said it had
been offered the photos, but
refused to buy them because,
"I'm not sure if she intended
them for general publication,"
said Gary Cole. the magazine's
photo director.
Guccione said it had "occurred" to him that the publication
of the pictures could cost Miss
Williams' her Miss America
crown.
Miss Williams Is shown totally
nude In Intimate scenes with
another woman, said Sy
Preston. • publicist for the
magazine.

units from the area were
assisting in the operation, along
with the Missouri Water Patrol.
The Coast Guard dispatched its
cutter Sumack from the Keokuk,
Iowa post.
Robinson said scuba divers
were at the scene, but could not
safely enter the boat to search
for the men A diver using a surface air line from St Louis has
been contacted and is enroute to
aid in the search for the missing
crewmen, he said.
"The current is swift and it
sometimes takes awhile, if you
find them at all," Robinson said.
"If you don't find them in the
first 24 hours, it takes 10 days."

Huddleston..

According to other boats in the
area at the time, the towboat
Maba Kelce, headed north with
28 empty grain barges, and the
empty towboat Helen Tully,
traveling southbound, collided
about 7:90 a.m.. Robinson said.
-We don't know If fog was the
major factor, but certainly fog
had something to do with it,"
Robinson said
Crewmen on the Maba Kelce
radioed Coast Guard officials,
saying they had possibly struck
another boat just south of the
bridge, but were unable to judge
the extent of damage because of
the poor visibility, he said
said. "It's by far the best,
cleanest, most legitimate
system of financing elections
we've ever had.
"There's no possibility
there's going to be any buying
of a person or undue influence," he added, pointing
out that business and labor
groups both contribute to his
coffers.
Huddleston's aura of confidence extended to the national elections, where he
sees Democrats as having
possibly a 50-50 chance of taking control of the Senate in
November. He called party
presidential nominee Walter
Mondale a "fella with his feet
on the ground" who is "not as
liberal as some people would
like to describe him" and who
would be easy for Kentuckians to work with.
As for VP candidate
Geraldine Ferraro, Huddleston assessed her impact
as more positive than
negative. The crucial point is
whether she can make the difference for Mondale in states
other than her own New York,
he said. Asked whether he
would want her campaigning
in Kentucky. Huddleston said
he believes Democratic
leaders will want her to come
here. He added, however,
"I'm not looking for any coattails to ride on."
Huddleston was in company with several local
Democratic bigwigs, including party chairman Z.C.
Enix, local Huddleston campaign co-chairs Peggy Billington and Larry England,
and executive committee
member Kizz-Y Cantrell, who
set up the press conference.

•

(Cont'd from page I)
making the rounds of his constituencies and it was "a little
early to be intensely campaigning." The real campaign won't get underway till
after Labor Day, he said. In
any event, he didn't seem too
worried about the challenge
from Republican McC,onnell.
He continued to cite polls
taken by his campaign to
claim he has a staggering advantage over the Jefferson
County Judge. The latest
alleged figures: 67 to 23 percent in favor of Huddleston.
Huddleston has a decided
edge in some other figures
which are perhaps more
reliable and more important.
He has raised $1.57 million,
and spent more than $900,000,
in his campaign, compared to
$1.04 million and $586,785 for
McConnell. Contributions of
$1,000 or more to Huddleston
include 54 from political.
action committees, compared
to 10 for McConnell.
Huddlestot said those PAC
contributions just indicate
that "people in the process
see me as more representative of the people and a
more likely winner." McConnell approached all the same
PACs for contributions, he
asserted.
Asked if he supports public
subsidizing of campaigns to
lessen the role of PACs, Huddleston said he supports
public financing but the people don't. Moreover, "I
disagrze that there's
something wrong with the
PAC system," Huddleston

Mondale
promises...
•

(Cont'd from page 1)
willing to admit to the tax increase now and he would raise
taxes "fairly." He did not say by
how much.
He promised, if elected, to end
within 100 days of taking office
the United States' covert but
well-known involvement in attempts to overthrow the leftist
government of Nicaragua. He
proposed to meet with the

A spokesman for Miss
Williams, said she considered
the "unauthorized use" of the
shots "an invasion of her
privacy."
However, Guccione said he
had a release form signed by
Miss Williams and that PenA suit against Calloway Counthouse has "every legal right"
ty Sheriff David Balentine and
to publish the photos.
Chief Deputy Larry Nixon was
Leonard Horn, the pageant's
dismissed Friday morning by
general counsel and a past presiU.S. District Judge Edward
dent, said Thursday that contest
Johnstone.
officials had not seen the photos
Johnstone dismissed a suit
but hoped to obtain copies and
brought by Larry James
review the case at today's
Houston in connection with a
meeting.
warrant or "holder" county ofBylaws of the contest have no
ficials had obtained on him
specific language concerning
while he was serving time in an
nudity, but they do include "the
Ames. Iowa penitentiary.
usual morals clause" requiring
Houston, who according to of"the maintaining of the dignity
ficials goes under several
of the crown of Miss America,"
aliases, sought about $200,000
Horn said.
each from Balentine and Nixon.
Miss Williams' mother, Helen
County Attorney Max Parker
Williams of Millwood, said she
said.
had not discussed the photos
The county sheriff's departwith her daughter and declined
ment obtained the holder to have
to comment She said her
Houston released into its
daughter was on the road procustody, following the complemoting the upcoming Miss
tion of his term in Iowa, to be
America pageant, but she did
charged her. on forgery. His
not know exactly where.
forged checks locally bore the
Miss Williams was a Syracuse
name Donald Lee Silver, Parker
University student and entered
said
the national pageant as. Miss
Houston charged the holding
New York.
prevente
d his participation in a
Guccione said Penthouse paid
work program at the Iowa
"a lot" for the photographs, but
prison,
and that the county had
declined to be more specific.
failed to honor his request for a
The pictures were taken by
trial within 180 days
Chlapel when Miss Williams
Parker denied he ever made
worked for him as a makeup arthat request, and said Houston
tist and receptionist.
brought the action simply as a
"The photos were done at her
plea bargaining tool. He said
Insistence. She wanted theft
Houston has filed more than 50
done.'• he said.
lawkuits while serving time.
Guccione said 5 million copies
"We refused to plea bargain
of the September Penthouse are
on the basis of him dismissing
due on newsstAnds in August.
the suit," Parker said
Miss Williams was in Little
Houston served several monRock, Ark, before news of the
ths here, paid restitution and
photographs broke Thursday,
eventually pleaded guilty on the
and she told • crowd of
forgery charges, Parker said
autograph-seekers that she
He was released to Barren Counr•presento today's young
ty where he faces other charges,
wrnan. "especially little girls."

District Court Summary
The following is a summary of
cases brought before the
Calloway County District Court
this week. Unless otherwise
noted, a court cost of $37.50 was
automatically paid by the party
mentioned.(A "fee" refers to a
sheriff's fee.) In the event of any
type suspensions, figures listed
represent those fines or
sentences after the suspended
portion has been subtracted.
Those parties appearing before
Judge David Buckingham may
have either paid a fine, fee,
court cost, made restitution or
received a sentence. Some cases
may have been continued, passed on to another court date or
dismissed for a variety of
reasons. Minor traffic violations
and offenses involving minors
are not included in the following
list:
Richard D Aeschltmen drinking on highway
110.
Lls• Glb•on, shooting fireworks. 110
euepended
Mark A Wilkerson sticoting fireworks 810
siwperkleCI
Michael Yowls posseeeion of fireworks $10
suspended

Hospital...

explained
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d. Revenue
from patients after deductions
fell by 5 percent, as did
operating expenses, he said.
The hospital's net income of
$646,000 was down by 15 percent
from its net of $763,000 the year
before. Commissioners emphasized the net income is not
profit but the margin of
revenues over expenses, which
will be put back into the hospital
through equipment purchases
and other expenses.
Howe explained it's important
the hospital maintain a net of
around $700,000 in order to meet
Its long-term debt payments and
to buy expensive equipment the
institution needs to stay
competitive.
"I think it has to be a real objective of this hospital to make
these kinds of profits in order to
finance what it takes to stay
competitive," Howe told the
board.
An example of equipment the
hospital needs, according to the
board, is the CT-scanner which
was purchased this year. The
equipment itself plus a building
addition to house it cost about
$1.1 million, Howe said.
The hospital's outstanding
Soviets annually, to cut the
long-term debt at year's end was
deficit by two-thirds, and he said
$5.8 million.
he would like to see the states
The hospital paid $6.3 million
ratify the Equal Rights Amendin salaries last year. down from
ment by the end of his first term.
$6.45 million the previous fiscal
Thus started the fall's camyear. That was more than half of
paign. Reagan and George Bush
its $11.9 million'in operating exwill be renominated next month
penses. It spent $1.3 million on
in Dallas. Bush already has
property, plant and equipment
agreed in principle to debates
additions.
against Ms. Ferraro, and MonHowe said nearly all revenue
dale challenged Reagan to
accounts declined except for the
debate him. Reagan has said he
pharmacy, where revenues inis willing to.
creased from $1.175 million to
"Americans want the truth
$1.6 million. That was primarily
about the future — not after the
because the price mark-up was
election, but now," Mondale
increased from 67 to 100 percent,
said.
because a new computer system
enabled the pharmacy to capture charges that had been lost
In the past, and because the
pharmacy is now getting
revenue for intravenous work.
He essentially agreed with
according to Parker.
Mayor Holmes Ellis' observaJudge Johnstone dismissed
tion that the pharmacy "saved
the suit "with prejudice," which
our neck" because of revenue
means Houston cannot bring the
declines elsewhere.
charges back to the court again.
Of major impact on hospital
revenue are reductions in
patient-days and occupancy
rates. Occupancy so far this

U.S. Judge dismisses suit
against two county officers

Ballard officials
probe jail hanging

WICICLIFFE, Ky.(AP) — Officials in Ballard County are investigating a hanging that occurred in the county jail.
Sheriff Jack 'Stevens said
William Bomar, 21, was found
hanged about 1130 a.m. Thursday. Bomar had been arrested
Wednesday on a felony theft
charge dating from last spring
and on a more recent charge of
stealing car batteries.
Stevens said Bomar tied a bed
sheet around an angle iron on
the ceiling while the other inmates were sleeping.

FOP Lodge No. 23
offers family photos
As part of its continuous effort
to raise money for various nonprofit organizations in the community, Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge No. 28 is promoting
a special $5 family portrait
otter.
'Lodge President Joye Mills
says the 11-by-14 full color portraits will be.maLde Aug, 18 at the
Holiday Inn on U.S. 641 South
and are valued at $29.95. O'Con•
nell's Family Portraits of
Cleveland, Tenn., will take the
photographs.
Any family interested in this
portrait offers should contact
any Murray police officer or call
the police department at
753-1683.
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James F Kendall' charge listed previously.
appeared to discus. jail eentence. given credit
for time served. ordered to report Aug. 210 eerv•
remainder of mitten.'
Edgar B Downey. public intoxicenon, con,
tinued for jury trial
Lemuel T Blanton public intoxicaUon, three
day.

year of adults and children is
53.7 percent, compared to 75.6
percent last year. Average daily
census is down by 39 patients per
day.
In further business, the board
awarded a bid for construction
of the new emergency room outpatient waiting and reception
areas. A low bid of $161,700 was
accepted from the Hal Perry
Construction Co. from among
six bidders. Approval included a
reduction of the cost by 18,000,
upon approval of the architects,
by switching to less expensive
light fixtures.
Poston said the company
hopes to complete work by midDecember which would enable
emergency room patients and
out-patients to be separated in
their waiting areas. The work
will include a new vestibule outside the emergency room, a new
roof, new reception desk and sitdown registration booths, and a
30-by-16-foot waiting , area with
seating for 30 to 35 people.
The board expressed unhappiness with the project's architects, the Christner Partnership of St. Louis, because of the
expense of retaining them.
Poston 'said the hospital has paid
the firm about $50,000 in fees, of
which about $20,000 was for the
emergency room-outpatient project alone. A local firm would
probably be half as expensive,
he said.
The board approved another
construction project, that of
developing eight private rooms
on the third floor of the north
wing. The rooms are now semiprivate, but there is great demand for rooms where a patient's spouse or family can
spend the night, Poston explained. The project will cost $14,000
to $16,000, he estimated.
The board also learned that
Drs. Bob and Joyce Hughes
have accepted an offer to locate
at MCCH. They hope to begin
practicing in October. Bob as a
family doctor and Joyce as a
pediatrician, Poston said.
In other staff changes, Shara
Toon, chief physical therapist, is
leaving to return to graduate
school, and will be replaced by
Stewart Young. chief physical
therapist at a Lebanon, Tenn
hospital. Young attended Murray State for three years before
graduating from the University
of Kentucky, and his wife received a degree in nursing from
MSU, Poston said.

Collins praised by O'Neill
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
good exposure, and as such will
House Speaker Thomas "Tip"
become one of the leaders of the
O'Neill said he was impressed
party," Manatt said.
with Kentucky Gov, Martha
Not all the chairman's work is
Layne Collins performance as
at the podium, wielding the
permanent chairman of the
gavel to preserve order in the
Democratic National
giant hall of the Moscone
Convention.
Center.
"She's running it like a real,
boss and a real champion," said
O'Neill, who is this year's
honorary chairman.
Although she has not been involved in the most pressing
Two more contracts have been
issues before the delegates,
others have praised her handl- awarded for demolition work at
the future Briggs & Stratton
ing of the convention.
plant.
"She's done an outstanding
The John Clark Construction
job." said Gov. Mark White of Co. of
Murray has been given
Texas. "It's moving along
the contract to tear out mezsmoothly and everybody's in zanines
in the interior of the
good humor."
former Tappan plant. Cope Con.
"She took control early, which struction
of the Calvert City
is key," said • Virginia Gov. area
has ben awarded the conCharles Robb. "She did a suberb tract
for excavation around the
job of bringing order out of what building' exterior
s
walls.
I. normally chaos."
The Briggs & Stratton Corp.,
Charles Manatt, chairman of
which is letting the contracts,
the Democratic National Comhopes to complete demolition
mittee, said Mrs. Collins "ex- work
soon and begin renovation
emplified the ultimate style and
by sometime in August. Demolileadership that I knew she would
tion work already performed by
when I picked her" as chairman'
Cleaver Construction of Murray
of the convention.
has been proceeding on
"I think she saw her first real schedule

Contracts awarded
for demolition work

P.
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PERSPECTIVE
FTC was right
to relax rules
The Federal Trade Commission took a sensible
step recently toward deregulating the $8.5-billion •
a-year used-car business and averting a
bureaucratic boondoggle in the bargain.
In a preliminary 3-2 vote, the FTC tentatively
agreed to delete those sections of its proposed
used-car rule requiring dealers to display a car's
"known defects" on a window sticker. Instead,
Gsed-car dealers would be required to specify the
terms of any warranty offered with the car, warn
that repairs are the buyer's responsibility if
there is no warranty, suggest the buyer obtain an
independent inspection of the vehicle, and caution consumers that all assurances from the
dealer be put in writing.
These revisions will become final upon a second FTC vote within 60 days if the auto dealers
drop their court challenge against the known defects provision that was adopted — but never
enacted — three years ago.
That controversial provision was so flawed
that Congress prevented its implementation in
1982 with a legislative veto. The U.S. Supreme
Court struck down- the congressional veto last
summer and sent the rule back to the FTC for
further review pending a U.S. court of appeals
ruling concerning the auto dealers' challenge.
The FTC's crusade to protect consumers from
unscrupulous used-car dealers began eight years
ago when the commissioners tried to compel
dealers to inspect every car for mechanical
defects, list them on a window sticker, and
guarantee that there was nothing else wrong
with the car. A firestorm of criticism from car
dealers caused the commisson to settle for the
known-defects provision. Still, there was no way
of enforcing the rule without mobilizing a battalion of taireaucrats in every state to monitor
the cumbersome process.
Apart from the added expense, this kind of
federal paternalism assumes that consumers
are incapable of making informed decisions and
that the competitive pressure of the marketplace
are insufficient to prevent car dealers from
gouging their customers. Both assumptions are
oversimplifications that originiated in the Nader
era and have been generally discredited in those
states that have similar known-defect
requirements.
The FTC recognized as much when it relaxed
the used-car regulations thereby reminding
American consumers that they are responsible
for spending their money wisely.
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Likely to be a hot contest — at home
The first two people I talked to
after Walter Mondale made the nation's collective jaw drop by naming a woman to be his running mate
had entirely opposite reactions.
One was a woman, middle-aged,
married, employed, who said:
''Wonderful. I was going to vote for
Mondale anyway, but this adds
something to it. If nothing else,
she'll be a role model for younger
women."
The other was a man, middleaged, who was blunt and succinct.
He said: "A broad? Mondale's got
to be nuts. But I wouldn't have
voted for him anyWay, no matter
what he did."
That's a pretty thin survey. I admit, but I think it gives a hint as to
what impact Geraldine Ferraro
will have on the election.
First, it's unlikely that Mondale
Is going to lose any big chunks of
votes because of Ferraro's sex.
Sure, there are some men, such
as the above, who will scoff at the

5t

idea of a woman being vice president, a mere heartbeat away from
the Oval Office and all that. They
probably think that Ferraro would
be better off staying home and
cooking pasta for her old man.
But chances are they would have
been voting for President Reagan
anyway. You don't have to send
pollsters out in the street to know
that those of the macho. hardnosed, tough guy political set are
not inclined toward liberalism and
somebody like Mondale.
So it's my guess that Mondale
didn't hurt himself much by choosing Ferraro. But did he help
himself(and he really needs help)?
It's another guess that he did.
And not just among the vocal, active women who join organizations
like the National Organization for
Women. It's likely that Mondale
had most of their votes anyway. /
mean. even Reagan's own
daughter can't stand his views
rnwn rd women.

But there are many women in
this country who, while not active
feminists, will identify with someone like Ferraro, a woman from
a poor family who worked hard for
a chance to use her natural intellectual gifts.
Who knows how many women
there are Who might feel they were
somehow cheated of a chance to do
the same by the prevailing social
attitudes and biases of their times'
And for every macho man who
blusters about Ferraro running for
high office, there might be a
woman — maybe in the same
household — who will be quietly
cheering for her.
In fact, I can't think of anything
with more potential for stirring
heated debates in America's kitchens — and bedrooms — than the
choice of Ferraro.
Every woman who feels herself
at all oppressed by her husband is a
potential Ferraro voter. You can

slossuowas
mar woe ass.*

bet that Ferraro will get the
punched-around wife vote. Every
woman who cringes when the old
man blows his paycheck over the
bar on Friday night Is a potential
Ferraro voter. Ever womam who
spends her days cooking, only to
get a grunt over dinner, is a potential Ferraro voter.
And you can add every woman
who thinks that she might have
become a doctor, if someone hadn't
convinced her that women are
more suited for nursing. Or women
like the one I knew who was first in
her high school class and was offered a scholarship in home
economics. (The top male student
went into architecture.
The women in this country have
a lot of grievances stuck in their
craws. Many begin on the next
pillow. Others are found in the
workplace.
Ferraro could be an outlet for a
lot of that built-up resentment.
So we're liable to see a lot of new
voting blocs being considered in
the coming campaign. The kickedaround-wives bloc, the he-staysout-drinking-ail-night bloc, the allI-do-is-scrub-and-cook bloc, and
the why-can't-the-boss-make-hisown-coffee bloc.
And every time she appears on
TV, and some male person starts
scoffing about "that broad," there
might be a quiet snarl from the
other end of the sofa.
This could be the election that
will be remembered as having
turned America into a national version of Divorce Court,

looking back

Child abuse
calls for action
Child abuse is a crime that sickens most
Americans. Yet, it is a crime that we unquestionably need to know more about to protect
families and loved ones.
First, the alarming statistics: More than 1
million children are abused or neglected each year
in this country. This figure includes as many as
200,000 children who are physically abused and as
many as 100,000 who are sexually abused.
Child abuse sometimes kills. In almost every
case, it scars. The scars can be physical or emotional, or both, and they often never completely
heal. Child abuse, especially sexual abuse, once
was a taboo subject. Now, the taboo has at last
been lifted, which alone may eventually save
thousands from being victimized.
Children today are being taught to forcefully say
"no" to overfriendly older persons, including
family members and friends. Many are being
taught self-defense by screaming, or even by hitting and kicking.
Perhaps more important, children are being
taught to tell somebody when they suspect someone is trying to abuse them. And parents are
being taught to listen.
Child abuse laws have been toughened, and
more laws to protect our children are being introduced in legislative bodies around the country.
,A disheartening finding by a Sacramento County, Calif., study group, however, was that six of
nine local school districts reported that personnel
were sometimes hesitant to report suspected child
abuse.
Any teacher knows the reason for such hesitation: Conditions in the child's home don't change,
and there is fear of just making things worse for
the victim.
Child abuse not only must be reported, it must
be dealt with once it is reported. Our society's inherent reluctance to interfere in family matters
must be put aside in cases of child abuse. No one
is doing a child abuser a favor by protecting him
or her. Such a person needs help.
And there is no question that the children need
help.
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by w. dale nelson

Proxmire's fleecings are well-worded
WASHINGTON (AP) — In Greek
mythology, the Golden Fleece was
an armload of ram's wool that
Jason had to snatch from under the
eye of a sleepless dragon and bring
back to Greece.
Sen. William Proxmire has used

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old,
on social security, and in very
sound financial condition. I have
been reading about the new income
tax on social security benefits to go
into effect this year. I have certain
tax free Income, particularly from
municipal bonds. I have heard that
there will be two ways to figure
when your tax might be. Can you
explain any further? R.R.
ANSWER: Starting in 1984, onehalf of the social security benefits
of some better off taxpayers will be
taxed. (There is a bill in Congress
to reveal this but it is given only a
50/50 chance.)
The taxing of social security will
not apply to singles with a taxable
Income of 625,000 or under or marrieds filing jointly with under
02,000. However, for this special
purpose, "taxable income" Is
figured differently from the accustomed way. It adds in otherwise
tax free income such as municipal
bond income and one-half of your
social iecurity benefits to arrive at
a new larger total. If this exceeds
the $2,532,000 "threshold" mention
ed, additional tax is due
There are two choices as to figuring the additional tax. The tax.

the story for 10 years to symbolize
what he considers outstanding examples of wasteful, ridiculous or
ironic government agencies.
And in granting his Golden
Fleece awards he is given to flights
of rhetoric and fancy figures of

speech to make his point.
Just this month, for instance, the
Wisconsin Democrat said an
advertising program of the
Federal Crop Insurance Corp. was
"an example of federal spending
that wasn't proper, came a cropper, and turned out to be a
whopper."
Not content with this, he said the
program "did not amount to a hill
of beans." Furthermore, he said,
such expenditures "run against the
payer will pay tax on the smaller
grain" of most taxpayers. He said
of: (a) one-half the SS benefits or,
he did not know whether the crop
(b) the excess of the total of
insurance ads were "just too corny
regular taxable plus otherwise tax
to work" but it was clear .the corfree income plus one-half of SS inporation had not been able to
come over the threshold.
"separate the wheat from the
Choice (b) would seem to apply
chaff"
to incomes which, figured as reThis kind of thing isn't new for
quired, fall only modestly over the
Proxmire, either. As long ago as
threshold and in which SS provided
1977, when the Smithsonian Institua substantial share of the total.
tion spent $89,000 in public money
Larger incomes would find it better
to produce a dictionary of Tzotsil,
to pay tax on one-half of SS
an obscure Mexican tongue, the
benefits.
senator said the expenditure
If, in fact, what puts the taxpayer
"doesn't make sense in any
over the threshold included some
language."
otherwise tax free muni bond in"I don't know how to say,'We've
come, this give back can quite corbeen had' in Tzotzil, but that about
rectly be looked at as a form of tax
sums up my feelings," he said
on their muni bond income Thus if
Here are more samples of Prox65,000 muni bond Income resulted
mire's prose:
in having to give back $500 of SS in—When President Reagan's income, this would amount to a 10
augural committee used military
percent tax on the muni bond inpersonnel to squire visiting
come. Taxpayers not far from the
dignitaries around Washington, he
threshold should be aware of this
said the committee was "taking
danger and do their own
the taxpayers for a ride,"
mathematics under both options
—When the National Science
(a) and lb above or consults tax
Foundation spent 8144.000 on a Proexpert.
•
gram using pigeons to teat human
The tax effort of muni bond
economic behavior, he said. "The
ownership would, of course, not be
researchers coo while the taxthe same over all levels of income
payers get billed."
Particularly at higher total in—When the Agriculture Departcomes, whether of the ordinarily
.ment spent 840,000 on a study linktaxable or non-taxable sort, the
ing social characteristics to food
forfeiting of a maximum of /
1
4
, of
preferences, Proxmire said it was
social security might be greatly
"guaranteed to cause a mighty
preferable to adding taxable
case of indigestion for the poor
income
taxpayer."
This new set up may often call
The targets of Proxmire's scorn
for expert tax advice. For examgenerally defend their programs as
ple, a decision as to taking or not
worthwhile, but are usually no
taking a lump sum retirement paymatch for the senatorial rhetoric.
ment could be affected

Ten years ago
Mrs. Frank Parrish was winner
of the color television given away
at the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.
The office building of Hurt,
Christopher and Jones at 105 North
Sixth St., Murray, was named as
the Business Yard of the Month by
the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert McCuiStOn
will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on July 24.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Murphy and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Catlett,
both of July 15, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. M. Ronald Christopher,
July 17.
Cheerleaders at Murray High
School are Donna Hughes, Leigh
Woodruff, Teresa Smith, Karen
Allbritten, Linda Ransom, Lee Ann
Boone, Beverly Barnett and Jan
Garrison. Lucy Rollins is sponsor.
Twenty years ago
Miss Donna Axurn, Miss
America of 1964, win sing prior to
the production of "Stars In My
Crown" at the Kenlake Amphitheatre tomorrow night. Miss
Lillian Watters of Murray will be
her accmpanist. Miss Diane West,
1964 Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair Queen, will present
her a bouquet of roses.
Jimmy Armbruster, Jim Hart,
Bill Hart and Dr. James C. Hart
were among the contingent of 97
Boy Scouts and Leaders from the
Four Rivers Council attending the
Sixth National Jamboree at Valley
Forge, Pa., July 17-24.
Benjle Humphrey, Dale Sykes,
Tom Williams, Bill Adams, Steve
Douglas, Otis Jones, Tommy
Jones, Bobby Herndon, Sammy
Knight and Phil Barber, Explorer
Scouts, with Cleo Sykes, advisor,
and Maurice Humphrey, committee chairman, Explorer Post 46 of
First United Methodist Church.
have left for a trip to the Boy Scout
Jamboree, World's Fair and
Washington, D.C.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy F Crotzer, July
17.
Thirty years ago
Miss Shelby Parker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Parker, and
Billy Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Smith, were chosen as Queen
and King of the Calloway County
Farm Bureau at the annual picnic
held July 10 at the Murray City
Park.
A Banker-Farmer Field Day
featuring dark fired tobacco program will be July 22 at the Osro
Butterworth Farm, accw...g to
County Agent S.V. Foy.
Mesdames Voris Sanderson,
L.D. Outland. Owen Billington.
Crawford Ray, Joe Pat Farley,
Cate Wilkerson, Hugh M. McElrath
and S.E. Byler of the Memorial
Baptist Church attended the WWII
Day on July 16 at Bethel College.
Hopkinsville.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Garland, 108 Hickory
Dr., Murray, announce
the approaching marriage of their daughter.
Gerilyn Anne. to
Christopher Gerard
Elliott, son of Mr. and
Mrs Robert Elliott, Rt.
2, Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a
1980 graduate of Murray
High School. She attended Murray State University and Paducah Community College. She
presently is employed at
Twin Oaks Famlly Shoe
Store, Paducah.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. William
McKinley of Fancy
Farm and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
Curtsinger, Rt. 2,
Mayfield.
The groom-elect is a
1978 graduate of Fancy
Farm High School, Fancy Farm. He is a selfemployed farmer of
Graves County.
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. James S.
Elliott, Rt. 2, Mayfield,
and of Mrs. Tithe Toon
and the late Hervey
Toon, Mayfield.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
Aug. 31, at 7 p.m. at St.
Jerome's Catholic
Church, Fancy Farm.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.

Cornbread recipe listed

H1LLMARK JEWELERS
BRIDAL REGISTRY
6,000 Name Brand Items
To Choose From.
FREE GIFT Fof Each Couple
Thot Reg.stetts
N.

314 AWN ST.
DOWNTOWN MINIMA Y

Now Registered...
Valerie King and Ittand.1 Neale. Aug. 4. I94“
Warie Du;all and Roger Scott, Aug. 4. 1984

DAILY
BARGAIN MATINEES
Cheri & Cin'e
All Seats S2°' Till 3:4

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
Al'Food Editor
BARBECUE PARTY
Ribs, Cornbread, Salad,
Watermelon and Iced

A Boy Who Needs A
Friend Finds A World
That Needs A Hero.

Tea
Grilled Cornbread
1 tablespoon butter
2 large eggs
2-3rds cup milk
8-ounce can creamstyle corn
Two 12 -ounce
packages corn muffin
mix
,
,42 cup shredded cheddar cheese
4 slices bacon, crisply
cooked and crumbled
In an 8 or 9-inch
disposable foil pan, melt
butter over medium
heat of surface unit of
kitchen range. Off heat
swirl butter to coat bottom and sides of pan. In
a large bowl beat eggs
and milk to blend; stir
in cream-style corn;
add muffin mix and stir
only until moistened.
Turn into prepared pan.
Sprinkle with cheese
and bacon. Place pan on
barbecue grill 6 inches
above medium -hot
coals. Loosely cover top
with foil. Cook until a
cake tester inserted in
center comes out clean
— about 30 minutes.
Serve hot. Makes 8 to 10
servings.

Martin-Tipton wedding vows said
The wedding of Miss
Patricia Ann Martin
and David Wayne Tipton was solemnized in a
summer ceremony at
the Salem Baptist
Church near Lynn
Grove.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl 0 Martin Rt.
6. Mayfield. She is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs, Kelley Whaley
of Covington
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Tipton, Rt. 7,
Mayfield. He is the
grandson of Mrs.
Elizabeth Haneline of
Coldwater.
The Rev. Danny
Leslie officiated at the
double ring ceremony
said at 7:30 p.m.
A program of music
was presented by Tonya
Simmons, pianist, and
Lisa Allen and George
Lewis, soloists.
The altar was
centered with the
15 -branched
candelabrum.
The bride
, The bride wore a floor
length wedding gown of
white lace. It was
designed with a high
neckline with bow, a ruffle over the shoulders,
large sleeves gathered
at the wrists and a full
flowing skirt.
Her chapel length
train veil was edged in
lace. She carried a bouquet of red roses,
rosebuds, pink roses
and baby's breath on a
fan.
Mrs. Shelly Houston
was the matron of
honor, Miss Marla Tipton, sister of the groom,
was the bridesmaid.
They wore rose
dresses designed with
the off-the-shoulder
necklines and ruffled
skirts. Mrs. Houston
carried a bouquet of
white carnations and
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red roses. Miss Tipton
carried, two red roses
and had red flowers in
her hair.

Captain
D's,
igestS

bride, were ushers.
The men attendants
wore gray tuxedoes with
bow ties and red rose
boutonnieres.

The groom
The groom wore a
Reception
gray tuxedo with gray
A reception followed
tail and ascot tie. He the ceremony at the
had a red rose church fellowship hall.
boutonniere.
The bride's table was
Dwayne Hill served as centered with the threebest man with Ricky tiered wedding cake
Houston as groomsman. with a fountain and two
Carl Martin, brother of heart-shaped cakes conthe bride, and Coleman nected with ribbons on
Scott, cousin of the the side.

The third biennial reu- Kenny Bogard, Mr. and
nion of descendants of Mrs. Larry Hurt, Mr.
the late Cross and Ada and Mrs. Keith Houston
Lampkins Spann was and son, Ryan Keith,
held Saturday, July 7, at
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal
a local restaurant.
Spann, Mr. -and Mrs.
The event was hosted
Cothe, Mr. and
by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal T.C.
T.D. McMillen,
Spann, assisted by Mr. Mrs.
and Mrs. Jerry
and Mrs. T.D. Mr.
Ford and daughters.
McMillen.
Jennifer and Sharlisa,
Those attending from
Murray were the
Dr. and Mrs. George
Oakley and daughters.
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Elizabeth and Kathryn,
Lawrence, Mrs. Cross Mrs. Christine Spann
Spann, Jr., Mrs. Bennie Watson, Cindy Spann,
Spann, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spann, Mr. and
Mrs. John Simmons,
and one guest,
Katherine Duncan.
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Tipton

Relatives attending
from out of town were
the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Martin, Redford, Mich.;
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Collie
and daughters, Paige
and Lauren, Dayton,
Ohio; Nancy Spann,
Nashville, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Rowe,
Houston, Texas;
Mr. and Mrs. James
Collie and Kelly Campbell, Normal, Ill.; Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Collie, Jr., and sons, Jamie
and Jordan, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Mrs.
Cal Hubbard and son,
Nathan, Rock Falls,

The descendants of
the late Elbert and
Lovie Ellen West of
Graves County held
their 10th annual reunion on Saturday, July
14, in the City Building
In Drakesboro
Forty-six persons
were present, including
their six surviving
children, namely,
Walter, Paul, and

Harold West, Marian
Richardson, Virginia
Dillihay and Amy Lois
Green.
A potluck luncheon
was served at noon. The
afternoon was spent
visiting and taking
pictures.
Those attending from
Murray were Mrs.
Marian Richardson and
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111.;
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo
Wilson, Louisville; Mr.
and Mrs. Bob
Lawrence, Newbern,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Marc Kelley,
Owensboro; Mary Ann
Aper, Gibson City, Ill.;
Mrs. Jean Spann Wilson
and Sara Williams,
Cadiz.
On Sunday morning a
large group of the family met for breakfast at
another local
restaurant. Several also
attended church at
Scott's Grove Baptist
Church, home church of
the Spann family.

Murrayans attend reunion held
cby West family at Drakesboro

attir seeleed paws

INIIIMIOISINIMOI CUP

Assisting in serving
were Kathy Canter,
Terri Malcom and
Michelle Brittain.
Mrs. Dana Crouch
made the cake and
directed the wedding.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Tipton are now residing
at Coldwater.
Rehearsal dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Tipton, parents of the
groom, were hosts for
the rehearsal dinner
held at the Golden Corral, Murray.
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grandchildren, Melissa
Tinsley, Robin, Jay, and
Deanna Richardson, Dr.
and Mrs. Thomas L.
Green and children,
Samuel and Karen.
Others attending were
the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
West, St. Louis, Mo.;
Paul West, Mrs. Amy
Lois Green, Mr. and
Mrs. John Green and
children, Julie, Jennifer, JoAnn, and
Johnna of Graves
County;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
West, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Sircy and children,
Laura and Clay, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Holland
and son, Taylor, of
Nashville, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Dillihay, Miss Martha
Dillihay, Miss Marilyn
Dillihay, Mrs. Margaret
Shire] and daughter,
Elizabeth, of
Drakesboro;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Dillihay and children,
Baker and Shera Jill.
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dillihay and
daughter, Virginia
Beth, of Central City;
Dr. and Mrs. James
W. Green and children,
Laura and David, of
Louisville: and Miss
Mary Jane Dillihay of
Bowling Green.
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Friday,July 80
Community Theatre
will present "Finlan's
Rainbow" at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
————
Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have its
monthly campout at
Reelfoot Lake State
Park
——— —
Wranglers Riding
Club will ride for points
at 7:30 p.m. at club
grounds.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
————
Twilight golf will be
played at 5:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
————
Twilight golf and
potluck will be at 5:30
p m. at Murray Country
Club.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include "Ail Systems Go"
at 8 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include Games at 8 p.m.
and entertainment by
Craig Hargrove from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m.
————
Murray Shrine Club
will hold its annual
Shrine Paper Sale this
evening throughout the
city of Murray. All proceeds go to support of
the 22 Shriners
Hospitals for Crippled
Children.

FRIBA%

Friday, July SO
_ — — —
Wesleyan Class of
First United Methodist
Church will have a
cookout at 6 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
————
Square and round
dancing will be from
7- 30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.

Saturday, July 21

Sunday. July
— — ——
Woodlands Nature
Center and Coiling
Baskets at Empire
Farm, both from 1 to 3
p.m

————
Men's Invitational
Golf Tournament will
open at Oaks Country
Club.
— — — —
Couples Bridge with
Swindoll Film Series
Willie and Barbara will be shown at 7:30
Williams as hosts is p.m. at First United
scheduled at 7:30 p.m. Methodist Church.
at Oaks Country Club.
————
Monday,July Li
Events in Land BetCalloway County
Shower for Larry and
Athletic Boosters will ween the Lakes will inPam
Cherry who lost
have a watermelon clude Follow The
social at 6:30 p.m. in the Swallow at 1 p.m. at their home by fire will
Calloway County High Woodlands Nature be at 7 p.m. at Poplar
Center and Herb Spring Baptist Church.
School Gymn.
————
Gardening from 2 to 3
————
Adult Great Books
p.m. at Empire Farm.
Saturday,July 21
Discussio
n Group will
— ———
Community Theatre
The Single Connection meet at 7 p.m. at
will present "Finian's
Callow
will meet at 5:3Q p.m. at
ay Public
Rainbow" at 8 p.m. in
Peoples Bank Branch, Library.
Playhouse in MurrayNorth 12th and Chestnut
————
Calloway County Park.
District 17 Unit 1 of
Streets, to go to Country
————
License
Crossroads, Hardin, for
d Practical
Roudy Band will play
Nurses Association will
a fish dinner.
for round and square
meet
at Murray.
————
dancing from 7:30 to 11
Dance featuring New Calloway County
p.m. at Lynn Grove
Hospital
Harvest will be from 9
at 7 p.m. for
Rtiller Rink.
•
p.m. to 1 a.m. at Murray business meeting with
————
Moose Lodge.
Sister Margaret Ann
Yard sale by Hazel
Seasley LPN to speak at
————
ettior Citizens will be
Singles Class of 8 p.m.
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Seventh and Poplar
————
Hazel Community
Hazel and Douglas
Church of Christ will
Center.
Centers
have a cookout at Betty
will be open
————
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Hill's lake cabin.
Supper for '
Freedom
,
for
activities by senior
————
Singers" to help purChildren and Youth citizens.
chase a sound system Participants in Music
————
will be served starting Camp at First United
WMU of Blood Riyer
at 6 p.m. by the In- Methodist Church will Baptist
Association will
dependence United present a performance
meet at 10 a.m. at First
Methodist Church at 7 p.m. in Gleaners'
Missionary Baptist
Women at the church.
Classroom at the Church, Benton.
————
church.
————
"Sing Out, Ken————
Music Camp for
tucky!" will be
Sunday, July 22
children, grades one
presented at 8 p.m. in
Events inLand Bet- through six, will start at
Lake Barkley State ween the Lakes will
in- 10 a.m. at Memorial Park Resort Lodge.
clude Stream Stroll at Baptist Church.

Monday.July 33
————
"Sing Out. Kentucky !" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kentucky Dam Village
Convention Center.
—— — —
Guest Swim Day for
Grades Four through
Six will be at Oaks Country Club.
————
Reservations fox
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should be.
made by today with
Nancy Schempp
753-8457, Barbara Gray
753-6265, or Doris Cella
753-2485.
—— ——
Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Carolyn
Marcum.
————
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Joanne Rice, left, was presented with
a
Day Camp for ages 10 scholarship given annually by the
Murray thisiness and Professional
to 12 of First Baptist Hornell. Making the presentation was Brenda
Rowland. righLi583-x4 presiChurch will start at 9:30 dent of the Murray BPW.
a.m

DATEBOOK
Tennis play Tuesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Tuesday. July 24. at 8 a.m.
at
the club. The lineup will be as follows: Court One
— Annie Knight, Joy Waldrop, Patsy Miller and
Jennifer Hewlett: Court Two — Vickie Baker,
Frances Hulse. Janie Ryan and Lashlee Foster:
Court Three — Norma Frank, Janice Howe,
Gayle Foster and Mug Rigsby: Court Four —
Marilyn Adkins, Becki Wilson, Pat Seiber and
Cathy Young.

Memorial plans camp
"Setting Kids,g Music" for children, Grades
throuig Six, will be held at the Memorial
Baptist Church, 906 Main St., Murray, starting

SAN FRANCISCO authors are Jan
earlier marriages and
(AP) — Lawyer Susan
Yanehiro, Katherine from her
husband
Keel surprised even
Dusay, Avert' Haydock, John's
previous
herself when she found
Mary Oei and Diana marriage.
she wasn't eager to Bert, some with
Ms. Keel also is pregreturn to work after the careers, some without.
nant with her second
birth of her daughter, some who had had
child, due late this sumNatasha
children before, some mer,
when Natasha will
At the insistence of who hadn't.
be 2% years old.
husband Richard Katz,
The chapters include
Ms. Yanehiro, 36, coshe agreed to stay home anecdotes and recollechost of a nightly San
with Natasha for a year tions written by each of
Francisco television
or so, but she was sure the women, on
program, "Evening
she would so miss her everything from conMagazine," had a secareer • as a divorce ception and finding a
cond daughter in May.
lawyer that her husband good doctor to weight
Her first daughter,
would agree she should gain and postpartum
about whom she wrote
go back to work.
depression.
the book, is named
What she found after
The need for such a Jacly
n Mariko
the birth of Natasha was book, Mrs. Traina
Zimmerman.
that the importance of a believes, is the lack of
Ms. Yanehiro took off
career had ebbed as she "tribal ways" in
only five weeks after the
watched her child grow modern life — the lack
birth of her first
and decided the best of a grandmother or an
daughter and she plans
person to care for a aunt or mother to pass
to return to work soon.
child was its mother.
on her experiences.
"I love being a mom"When I'm really
The authors don't pre- my. It's the
best thing
honest with myself, I tend to be experts, exI've ever done," she
think it does make a dif- cept in the sense that
says. "Those little
ference" if a child is every woman who has
hands, that little smile
cared for by a parent, gone through pregnancy
that lights up the worst
Ms. Keel, 36, said in an and delivery is an
day you've ever had.
interview in her hilltop expert.
She melts everything
Mill Valley home.
"One of the things we away."
"That's not a popular wanted to stress is it's
While she does feel
viewpoint because there not a medical book,"
guilty when she goes to
are so many women who said Ms. Yanehiro. "But
work, especially when
want to work, and so we do show from our exshe's gone for up to 10
many women who have periences that anything
days at a time, "I
to, that people want to is within the range of
choose to think that the
believe, as I wanted to normal."
quality time I give her is
believe, that it doesn't
Even on delicate and the best."
make a difference
very persunal issues,
"I think for a long
"I think there's a real such as misearriage and
time we believed we
trend in women our age sex after delivery, the
could do it all and we
who have had careers women are very frank.
could do it comforand now are having "One is left with the
tably," said Ms. Keel.
children and are reac- emptiness, the grief,"
"I don't think that's true
ting the way I am," she Mrs. Traina said of her
anymore. I think we
added.
miscarriage, explained have
to make some
But even some of her in detail in "Having A
sacrifices."
friends are not reacting Baby."
("Having a Baby" is
the way she is, and that
Since the book was published
by Dell. I
is the point of a book written about her
called "Having A pregnancy with SamanBaby," written by Ms tha, now 2, Mrs. Traina,
In 1978, nearly 900
Keel and six other 37, has had another members of the Peowomen, including best- child, Victoria, p mon- ple's Temple sect died
selling author Danielle ths, and she has four in the Jonestown
Steel Traina
other children from Massacre in Guyana
The book is a nonexpert look at the emotional and physical
trauma, exhilaration,
4-r icier ..-11-sir
pain and Joy of pregnanWe are pleased
cy, labor, delivery and
to announce that
motherhood, Including
Sue Tessler, bride.
some words on mixing
electof
Joe
careers ah'd
McPherson has
motherhood,(tom seven
selected
her china,
different perspectives
flatware and ac"There are seven
cessories
from our
ways we did it in this
!I
complete bridal
a
book," says Mrs.
registry.
Sue
and
Traina, and the point of
Joe wiltbe married
the book is that all seven
Aug. 18.
are correct — and that
•
there are many others.
The book was spawn. •
ad in a pregnancy exercise class in Mrs.
Traina's Pacific'
fli733es
,454' 1E1 av•e
e
Heights home The
• /R. •114 11• 4114. •011
4 •
a
other exercisers and

WASHINGTON (AP) percent from 1070 to
— More and more young 1983.
adults are living with
For those 25-34, the intheir parents and fewer crease was higher, 302.2
are setting up percent.
households as husbands
At the same time, "a
and wives, according to
smaller percentage of
a new study by the Cenyoung adults are mainsus Bureau.
taining households as
The changes, some
husbands and wives,"
startling, partly reflect
the study said.
the growing tendency of
Last year, 45 percent
young adults to of
those 18 to 34 were
postpone marriage .for
married and had their
reasons of education own
households, comand career.
pared to 56 percent in
The study, based on
1970.
results of a March 1983
survey, found that bet"The decline is to
ween 1970 and 1983 the some extent a reflection
number of young adults of the increasing
aged 18-34 living with tendency for young
their parents adults to delay marskyrocketed by 84.8 riage and an increase in
percent.
divorce," the study
For adults aged 25-34, said.
the increase was even
It found that the
greater: 117 percent typical American male
over the same time was 25.4 years old
period.
before getting married
The study also found for the first time, the
the number of young oldest since 25.9 years
adults living alone or old recorded in 1900.
sharing homes with soFor women, the memeone who wasn't a dian age was 22.8 years,
relative shot up 212.5 the oldest ever in

Saturday Night
Only

Fresh Gulf
Shrimp
All You Can
Eat Only $095

figures going back to
1890. Median is the mid
point in a series o
numbers.
Last year, it said, 56
percent of women in
their early twenties and
one-fourth in their late
twenties hadn't yet married. In 1970, 36 percent
of women in their early
twenties hadn't done so
and 11 percent in their
late twenties.

Monday, July 23, and continuing through
Thursday, July 26. The hours will be from
10 to 11:30
.a.m, each morning. Milton Gresham,
minister of
music, will be the instructor and said
the
children will "experience" music by doing,
feeling and enjoying. Special refreshments
will be
served each day and the group will take
a trip to
Wonder Waters on Thursday. Children
of the
community are invited to attend. For more
information call the church office, 753-3182.

Music program Saturday
Children and youth participants in this summer's music camp at the First United Methodist
Church will present a special closing performance, "Five Loaves and Two Fishes," on
Saturday. July 21, at 7 p.m. in the Gleaner's
Classroom at the church. John Palmer will be
director with instrumentalists and adult soloists
to include several Murray State music majors.
Accompanist will be Karen Atkins and playing
the part of Andrew the disciple will be Ricky
Jobs. This is open to all interested persons.

Day camp starts Monday
Day Camp for children. ages 10 to 12, of the
First Baptist Church-v.111 start Monday, July 23,
and continue through Friday, July 27. The events
will be from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Monday through
Thursday,and 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday. A cam pout will be Thursday night at the home of Ralph
and Sue barnell with the group to leave the
church at 7 p.m.

Collies visit here

Dr. and Mrs. Bill Collie and daughters, Paige
Divorces were still and Lauren, of Dayton, Ohio. have returned
sharply up from home after a visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
decades past, although T.C. Collie. They also visited her parents, Mr.
the analysts detected and Mrs. Randall B. Mason at Folsomdale. The
signs that marital Collies were concluding a vacation which
stability might be in the centered around the Washington, D.C., area. Dr.
Collie was among 200 teachers invited by the
offing.
The study found there State Department to attend a Foreign Relations
were 114 divorced peo- Conference in Washington. This was his second
ple per 1,000 married time to be invited to the conference.
ones, up from 47 in 1970
and 35 in 1960.

Marinda Jo Robinson born

For men, there were
91 per 1,000 married
men, and 137 divorced
women per 1,000 married ones. Men have a
lower divorce ratio
because they are more
likely to remarry, the
bureau said.

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Robinson. Rt. 1. Hickory,
formerly of Murray. are the parents of a
daughter, Marinda Jo, weighing seven pounds
nine ounces. measuring 19% inches, born on
Thursday. July 12, at 9:02 p.m. at the Mayfield
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Robinson of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Riley,
Rt. 2, Mayfield. Great-grandmothers are Mrs.
Nellis Williams and Mrs. Lucille Riley.

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

ROY'S

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 753-2380
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
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Soup 8. Salad Included

Call 753-1149 And
Ask "What's Cookin'?"
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Roll-On
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Coming community events

New mother writes book about
More adults still with parents
her experiences and child care
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Buy One
Get One Free
1.5 Oz.

Tues.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9
P.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11 em. 10
p.m.
Sun. 11-3
Closed Monday
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Shock waves used in treatment of kidney stones
BOSTON (API — A
hydraulic stretcher
lowered the naked man
into a stainless steel tub
of warm water.
Kaboom! Kaboom'
Kaboom Inside his left
kidney, shock waves
smashed a stone the size
of a penny
"What do you feel"''
asked Dr. Stephen P
Dretler.
"It feels Like a rubber
band snapping me in the
back." replied the patient, Robert D. Casavant "Nothing I can't
stand."
Casavant, 58, of
Lewiston, Maine, was
the 21st patient to
receive this experiment a I treatment at
Massachusetts General
Hospital.
In a sound-proof room
at the hospital, the
machinery made a noise
like firecrackers exploding under water. It
is called an extracorporeal shockwave
lithotripter. Greek for
stone crusher.
After using It for three
weeks, Dretler was a
believer.

"This is absolutely result.
revolutionary," he says.
In West Germany.
"Kidney treatment will where the machine was
never be the same invented, it effectively
again."
crushed stones and
It is fast and safe eliminated surgery W
Nothing is Inserted into percent of the time The
the body. Instead, a Food and Drug Adspark plug in the bottom ministration requires
of the tub generates that the machines be
shock waves, which con- tested independently
verge on the stone in the before they are sold in
kidney The waves blast the United States, so it
the stone-to smithereens has authorized six inwithout huging bones, stitution a —
blood, organ or skin
Massachusetts General,
When it's finished, the Methodist Hospital in
stone is reduced to sand Indianapolis. New York
that the patient gets rid Hospital, Baylor
of, mostly painlessly, In University Medical
his urine over the next Center in Houston, the
few days.
University of Florida in
The machine costs $2 Gainesville and the
million, a high price Univerity of Virginia at
even by today's sky's- Charlottesville — to try
the-limit standards of them out.
medical gadgetry. Yet it
After Cazavant was
may actually save lowered into the water,
money by reducing Dretler lined up the
hospital stays and get- kidney stone in the cross
ting people back to work hairs on an X-ray
sooner.
screen. In one hand, he
Until now, such held the trigger, a box
kidney stones typically the size of a TV remote
required major surgery. control switch.
They often were hard to
Kaboom! Kaboom!
find. Scarring and Kaboom! The dull exkidney damage could plosions went on with

the rhythm of a beating
The bills for four
heart. They were timed typical patients who got
to go off between each the treatment averaged
heartbeat to avoid the $8.877 for four days in
slim chance of damag- the hospital. The
ing the patient's heart
After 100 beats,
Dretler took a new Xray. The sharp outline of
the stone had softened.
-The future is holder
One fragment had
even from the men wh
floated three inches
made it. - — Anatola
away.
France.
"It's not an exploWest bet the future on
sion," Dretler says.
scoring a club ruff. He got
"The stone is not blowthe ruff. South made the
ing up inside his body.
game, but West never did
It's an implosion with a
realize that a forcing
crumbling effect."
defense would have worked
The doctor lined up out
better.
the stone again and
West's singleton club was
blasted away. Then he won by South's
ace and
went searching for little South
played three rounds of
shards that had broken trumps, West
winning the
off, pulverizing them.
third round. A diamond was
After 50 minutes and led to East's ace and
East
1,100 blasts, it was all gave West what he
wanted
over.
— he led a club for West to
Besides the ruff. West tried to cash his
machinery, the treat- diamond king, but South
ment required ruffed and claimed
his
urologists, nurses, game. Dummy's clubs were
anesthesiologists, and now established and South
technicians. All this enjoyed two heart discards
Makes it pricey: $3,800 to take 10 tricks.
for one patient. But
West would have been
surgery is even more better off had he led his
expensive.
longest and strongest suit
instead of pinning all his

average cost for comparably sick people who
have surgery is $9,4741,
and they are generally
hospitalized for 13 days.

Duncan and Barlow
wedding vows said

Janice Burkeen Duncan and Jimmy trueon
Barlow were married on Friday, June 29, at the
Wedding Chapel in Springfield. Tenn., with
Judge Earl W Swann officiating.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Burkeen of Benton. The bride is the granddaughter of the late Mr and Mrs. Everett
hopes on the value of a club Burkeen and the late Mr. and Mrs. Clint T.
ruff. With four trumps in his Bowerman of Marshall County.
hand, West is better off Parents of the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
playing a forcing game.
Barlow of Kevil. The groom's grandparents are
West should open with his Mrs Grace Barlow and the late L.G. Barlow and
diamond king and continue the late Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Jerrell of Kevil.
with a small diamond. South
Christy and Veronica Duncan, daughters of the
ruffs East's ace and plays bride, were the ring bearers. Mr. and Mrs. Edthe A-K of trumps. The jack ward Burkeen, parents of the bride, were
the
of trumps puts West on lead, attendants.
East having discarded two
After a short wedding trip to Nashville, Tenn.,
hearts. West now leads the the new Mr. and Mrs. Barlow are
residing on Rt.
diamond queen. South ruffs 1, Benton.
and draws the last trump,
but he cannot take 10 tricks.
East's club stopper prevents
the run of that suit and the

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
South. The bidding:

WORKING TOGETHER — Rhonda Rogers,
right, and Karen Belcher, not pictured, recently
I.
Pass
met with Brenda Riddle, left, executive director
4•
Pass
of Parents Anonymous of Kentucky and the Executive Board of PA of Murray. Mrs. Rogers,
vice president of the local Jaycee Women, has
been appointed Kentucky Jaycee Women Child
Advocate Program Manager. PA is one of the
defenders get two heart tour
areas under the Child Advocate Program.
tricks to beat the game one Mrs.
Belcher is state director of the local Jaycee
trick.
Women and regional director for the West
Region. The local Jaycee Women's chapter has
been helping the local PA chapter with public
awareness and refreshments for the children.
For information about PA call 762-2.504 and about
Jaycee Women call 753-4478.
•2
• J 94
•A 10 9 7
J 1085
North South
North
1 NT
Pass

PETS OF THE WEEK — Fatty Bear and
Rages play at the Animal Shelter while waiting
for Iomeone to adopt them. Fatty Bear is a oneyear old male, part Collie, and Raggs is a male,
part Afghan, about one year old. The shelter.
located at 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just east of
South Fourth St., is operated by the Humane
Society of Calloway County. Hours of the shelter,
open to the public, are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,!Hondas.
Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday. 10 a.m. to
noon. Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday, and
noon to 4 p.m. Sunday.

Sale 19.99 ea

Pony'athletic shoes for kids.
Reg. $29 End 133. Easy entry velcro' loggers for boys Or choose ourUCoa
up court shoe for gels Both feature leather uppers and heavy rubber soles
Select from assorted colors

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am a 66year-old male. My blood test shows
my sugar count is 234. I stay away
from all sweets. My doctor told me to
cut down carbohydrates. I would like
to know what foods, vegetables and
fruits have a low percentage of carbohydrates and low cholesterol levels
DEAR READER -- I do not know
whether you mean your blood-glucose
level is 234 while fasting or after eating or loading with glucose. In any
case, your blood glucose level is too
high and is in the range of diabetes. If
that happened to be a fasting blood
test, your diabetes is relatively
severe.
If you are overweight, the most
important thing you can do is lose

East
Pass
Pass

ANSWER: One no-trump. A
The Moonlighter
shade too weak for a twoover-one response, and the Press of Georgetown
singleton spade is a minor has announced it will
sponsor a statewide
disadvantage.
poetry competition open
Send bridge questions to The Ares, to all Kentucky creative
P0 Box U363, Dallas, Texas 75325
with sell-addreamed, stamped envelope writers.
Cash prizes will be
for reply

awarded to poems judged outstanding by an impartial panel of
qualified jurors. Poems,
selected on the basis of
merit, will appear in the
debut issue of a proposed regional literary
magazine. The
magazine is scheduled
your excess body fat. That will often Vegetables, fruit and cereals
contain to appear quarterly.
lower a person's blood-glucose level.
oo cholesterol at all.
The competition
Keep in mind that most of the caloDEAR DR. LAMB — My hushsod
marks an expansion in
ries in most of the fruits, vegetables is 72 years old. He is 6 feet
1 and
Moonlighter's operaand cereals are from carbohydrates. weighs 204 pounds. He has
been
But that does not mean you should healthy all his life except for
hyper- tions. Formerly a
avoid them. Some are also low-calo- tension. He controls it by taking
four private, exclusive
rie foods, like celery and lettuce. Diutensen-R tablets a day. He
hasn't publisher of chapbook
They also provide needed bulk in your smoked for 18 years and
has only one editions by a limited cirdiet.
drink a day except on special occa- cle of poets and artists
If you are concerned about foods sions, then not much more.
known to the bluegrass
that cause a rise in your blood-gluHe doesn't believe in exercise and area, the press will now
cose level, I would have to say that spends most of his time
watching open its doors to anyone
there is a lot yet to be learned about sports and reading. We went
to a par- living in Kentucky over
that. We do know from recent studies ty and he got tired dancing.
He said
that many carbohydrate foods do not the calves of his legs were aching. the age of 18.
I
cause a sharp rise in blood glucose. U think this is lack of exercise.
Poems should be
What
you ate enough raw apples to provide precautions should we take,
and mailed to: The
50 grams of carbohydrate, the apples should he get more exercise?
Moonlighter Press,
would not raise your blood glucose at
DEAR READER — Unusual Georgetown College,
all.
exercise is apt to tire a man of any Box 168, Georgetown,
Rice will not cause a significant age. I would certainly like to see
him Ky., 40324, before the
rise in blood glucose, but white pota- on a regular activity program.
If he Sept. 30, 1084 deadline.
toes will. Sweet potatoes will not. would start a short walking
program An entry fee of $3 per
Neither will ice cream. You may need and gradually increase it so
that be person, plus a 010 SASE
to ask your doctor for more specifics, walks a few miles each day,
it would
but I suspect he wants you to elimi- help him eliminate any excess body should accompany all
nate body fat.
fat he has. That will help control his submissions. Or for
I am sending you The Health Letter blood pressure and will probably guidelines, write The
18-10, Hyperglycemia: The Diabetic make him feel better.
Moonlighter Press
Problem, to give you more informaPerhaps you could start a walking Please enclose SASE.
tion. Others who want this issue can program with him. But start
with
send 75 cents with a long, stamped, short distances, and you don't need to
self-addressed envelope for it to me walk fast. Just enjoy your walk and
in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box let it serve to help improve his over1551, Radio City Station, New York, all exercise tolerance. Unusual exerNY 10019.
tion is not wise.
And you need to know that cholesterol is found only in animal products.

Walters talks
about reality
as a mother

Hayes' wife
files papers
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Shoes
&
Joggers
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Dresses
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Designer
Jeans
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First Quality Name Brand Clothes
At Prices You Can Afford

MURRAY WHOLESALE
OUTLET
Olympic Plaza

ATLANTA (AP) —
Entertainer Isaac
Hayes' wife has filed for
divorce on grounds that
the couple's marriage is
irretrievably broken
In the divorce petition
filed Thursday, Mignon
C. Hayes said she has
been separated from
Hayes since Sept. 1.
1982. She is seeking
custody of the couple's
two children, a division
of Hayes' property and
temporary and permanent alimony and child
support.
Mrs. Hayes said in the
petition, filed in Fulton
County Superior Court.
that she is unemployed
and has rio earnings and
no property other than
her personal effects.
Hayes. a recording artist, songwriter and performer, is best known
for "Theme From
Shaft," the hit song he
recorded for the motion
picture "Shaft."

NEW YORK (AP) —
Television interviewer
Barbara Walters says
she used to fantasize
about being a mother,
but has come to realize
that "the reality is that
children involve a
lifelong commitment."
Miss Walters. who has
an adopted teen-age
daughter, Jacqueline,
said she's "made lots of
mistakes," as a mother,
':but what gives me
comfort is the fact that
the things I did, I did out
of caring."
"My fantasies were of
a child in feet pajamas
The colors pink and
white. Christmas trees.
And, of course, I wasn't
going to have a child
with any adolescent problems," Miss
,Walters
said in an interview with
Parade magazine
"The reality is that
having a child Is a
lifelong, commitment."
said Miss Walters. "A
child Isn't a puppy. If
things get hard, you
can't give it away to a
friend or neighbor
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Task force hears recommendations on state prison crowding
FRANKFORT Ky
(AP) — State Correction' Secretary George
Wilson says his agency
wasn't sitting idly by
when Kentucky's prison
system began popping
at its seams
Stiffer sentencing, a
bad economy and court
orders on several fronts
combined to exacerbate
a prison crowding problem, Wilson told a
special task force
Thursday.
Gov. Martha Layne
Collins appointed the
group late last month
and gave it a month to
have a list of solutions
on her desk. The
deadline is July 30.
The task force heard
48 recommendations
Thursday, running the
gamut from speedier
parole procedures to
contractual prison services, and will attempt
to rank them.
Wilson noted that
money for a new
medium-security prison
was hacked from the

state budget and the
regional jail system
hasn't left the ground
because of lawsuits
Adding to his woes in
recent weeks were court
orders to remove state
prisoners from jails in
Jefferson and Fayette
counties, where they
were awaiting transfer.
Joe Elder, a
Louisville attorney
representing inmates of
the state reformatory at
LaGrange. recommended changing some
statutes, among other
things, as a means of
Immediate relief.
He also said the Corrections Cabinet should
be made to resurrect the
plans it dropped five
years ago for a "restitution center," where nonviolent offenders would
perform community service work
The General
Assembly should be
called into special session to redefine a felony
and to "take a hard

look" at making the tion officer for each of
statute on persistent the state's 92 circuit
felony offenders apply judges would allow
only to those convicted more prisoners conof violent crimes, Elder victed of nonviolent
said
crimes to be placed on
He also recommended shock probation.
changing the $ 1 00
They would perform
minimum for a felony community -service
crime against property work under the supervito $500. 'that was at- sion of the additional
tempted without suc- probation officers,
cess during the regular Lawrence said. He
legislative session estimated it would coat
earlier this year.
$3 million a year
Jack Smith, an atElder also recom- torney representing two
mended speeding up the businessmen who are
parole process, in- considering developcluding a review of ment of a prison at a
records instead of a former seminary in
parole hearing for many Marion County, said the
nonviolent offenders, to state should consider
break the logjam in the contracting for prison
parole system. He and services.
others at the meeting
cited prisoners who
Smith represents
reached their parole- Clifford Todd of Simp
eligibility date while sonville and Milton
still in a county Jail, Thompson of Frankfort
awaiting transfer to a who have an option to
prison.
buy the old seminar)
Nelson Circuit Judge near Lebanon.
John Lawrence said the
Correctional facilitie.
"
,
addition of one proba- are "uniquely suited

fur operation on con- population of the refortrasts between govern- matory at LaGrange It
ments and private com- has since been at its
panies. Smith said
legal capacity of about
The Corrections 1,200 trunates under a
Cabinet's court pro- federal consent decree
blems date to 1980, when
The Cabinet recently
a federal Judge put a asked U.S. District
ceiling on the inmate Judge Edward

Johnstone to amend the
consent decree and
allow another 400 inmates to be housed at
LaGrange for one year.
The judge has not ruled,
but he denied a similar
request in 1983
Judges in Jefferson

end Fayette counties,
meanwhile, have
ordered the transfer of
state prisoners out of
the local Jails The
Cabinet says it had 708
state prisoners housed
in county jails as of last
Friday.
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Cooler Chest
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Toxic waste management needed
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(Al') — The region has
enough treatment
Wants to handle hazardous waste but industries could take
steps to make the process more efficient,
says a study released by
the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
"The study results
were a pleasant surprise," Dr. George
Hyfantis, a TVA environmental researcher, said Thursday.
"We don't have to react
to an emergency, but we
do have to act right
away."
TVA will conduct a
series of workshops for
groups involved in
hazardous waste
management, and will
solicit ideas for how the
utility's seven-state service area can better
handle its hazardous
waste, Hyfantis said.
One way to reduce the
load on treatment plants
would be for industries
to recycle their hazardous materials, he said.
Hyfantis said he
believed the study was

the first in the nation
that assessed a region's
ability to clean up its
own hazardous waste.
"TVA and the states
are both concerned
about improper or illegal disposal of hazardous waste. There are
too many examples,
some of them close to
home, where hazardous
waste has caused health
hazards and, in some
cases, health problems," he said.
As examples, he cited
hazardous chemicals in
Chattanooga Creek,
which runs through an
Industrial area south of
the city, pesticides in
streams near Huntsville, Ala., and mercury sediment in a
creek near a Department of Energy nuclear
plant in Oak Ridge.
But the study, done
for TVA by Battelle Columbus Laboratories of
Columbus, Ohio, concentrated more on how
much hazardous waste
Is generated by the
region's industries and
how it can be treated.
Industries in the TVA

region generate about 19
million pounds of hazardous waste a year,
Hyfantis said. The study
showed about a dozen
counties in the area that
generate a million or
more pounds annually.
They included counties around Memphis,
Chattanooga, Nashville
and Kingsport.
Under existing
federal law, hazardous
wastes include solvents,
strong acids, poisonous
chemicals, heavy
metals and substances
that might explode or
catch fire. Nuclear
waste is in a different
category and has its
own required methods
of disposal.
If Congress passes a
bill now before the U.S.
Senate, materials not
previously labeled
hazardous may fall into
that category, said
Richard Moffa, a Battelle environmental
scientist.
Provisions must be
made to dispose of small
quantities of toxic waste
In case Congress passes
the law, he said, citing

motor oil as an example
of a substance that may
be added to the hazardous waste list.
Moffa said if the bill
becomes law, the
resulting increase in the
region's hazardous
waste won't be enough
to overburden existing
treatment plants. But he
said smaller industries
and homeowners could
have a problem in get- „
ting their toxic garbage
removed.
"Unlike solid waste,
which is collected by the
city or county, the
hazardous waste
management industry
now picks up hazardous
waste. How do we make
sure they provide for
transporting small
quantities?" Moffa said.
One solution, he said,
would be to establish
central locations where
the garbage could be
taken and then large
loads could be hauled to
treatment plants.
TVA later may give
financial aid to small industries that need help
getting rid of their toxic
garbage, Hyfantis said
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Chuck Connors, the
fast-shooting Lucas McCain in "The Rifleman"
television series and the
star of more than 35 motion pictures, has
received a star in
Hollywood's Walk of
Fame.
Connors' star was
unveiled Wednesday in
the sidewalk outside the
Paramount Theater on
Hollywood Boulevard in
noontime ceremonies
sponsored by the
Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce.
"People can walk all
over me now," the
square-jawed, 8-foot-5
actor quipped to family
members and celebrity
onlookers that included

"Rifleman" co-stars
Johnny Crawford,
Patricia Blair and Joan
Taylor, plus Los
Angeles Lakers Coach
Pat Riley.
————
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Comedian Eddie
Murphy's billing as
"strategic guest star"
in "Best Defense" is a
studio ploy to disguise
his minor role, say
disgruntled theater
owners who claim they
were led to believe Murphy was a full-fledged
co-star.
In the Paramount
comedy scheduled to
open Friday, Murphy
briefly portrays a
soldier who field-tests a
tank developed by an

engineer played by
Dudley Moore, the main
character.
"It's a rip-off," an executive with a large
Midwestern theater
chain told The Los
Angeles Times.
"It was quoted to me
as an Eddie MurphyDudley Moore movie,"
added the executive,
who asked not to be
Identified by name.
"But Murphy's in it for
about 15 minutes, and
it's obviously a secon.

dary story line."
————
ROME (Al') — Two
star dancers of the
Soviet Union's Bolshoi
Ballet have been awarded Italy's Simba prize
for contributing through
their profession to international cooperation.
Ekaterina Maximova
and Vladimir Vassiliev
each received a plaque
engraved with a lion's
head during the award
ceremony Thursday at
the Soviet Embassy.
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Area churches announce weekend services, activities

Various churches la
the city and weedy have
annoteiced services and
meetings for Sunday.
July 22, aa follows
———
First Preshyterhue
During the Rev.
Thomas Schell•
ingerhout's vacation,
Robert Valentine will be
the guest speaker at the
10:45 a.m, service at
First Presbyterian
Church.
Valentine's sermon
topic will be "Absence
Makes the Heart..."
The Church Choir will
sing the spiritual, "No
Mountain High
Enough," with Judy
Henry as director and
Cynthia Scribner as
accompanist.
Church School
Assembly will begin at
9:30 a.m.
————
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Kenny
Locke will speak at the
11 a.m. service at the
Goshen United
Methodist Church. The
pastor, the Rev. Don
Faulkner, is attending a
seminar at Emory
University, Atlanta,
Ga., during the summer
session.
Joe Lawrence will
assist in the services
and will give the
children's devotion.

litisday School will be
at BI a.rn
——— —

Meaty Christian
The Rev. W.R. Rigler,
pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. services
at the Trinity Christian
Center.
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and Wednesday service at 7 p m
— — — —
Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young, pastor, will
speak about "Teaming
Up With the Ungodly"
with scripture from I
Kings 22:4 at the 11 a.m
service at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
The Church Choir,
directed by Max McGinn'', will sing "Our Best"
with Laura Paschall as
organist and Sharon
Furches as pianist.
The Rev. Dwayne
Holland, pastor of Kevil
Baptist Church, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. to
begin the revival to continue through Sunday,
July 29. Services will be
at 7:80 each evening.
At the Sunday evening
service the Church
Choir will sing "The
Broken Rose."
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and Church
Training at 6:30 p.m.
————

First Christian
Mrs. C.E. Robertson
of Mayfield will be the
guest speaker at the
10:46 a.m service at the
First Christian Church.
The worship leader
will be Pepi Lovell,
Margaret Boone will
direct the music with
Mark Austin as
organist.
Also assisting will be
Del Fleming, Eugene
Scott, Don McCord, Ron
Cella, Jim Clopton, M.C.
Ellis and Mike Holton.
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m
————
First Methodist
The Rev. Richard
Carruth, minister of
evangelism, will speak
about "A Fish Story"
with scripture from
Matthew 4:18-p at the
8:30 and 10:50 B..m. service at First United
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Ann Doran will
sing a solo, "He Touche d Me," at both
services.
The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan
with Mrs. Bea Farrell
as organist, will sing the
anthem, "Children of
Heavenly Father."
Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m., Covenant
Prayer Groups at 5:30
p.m. and Swindon Film
Series at 7:30 p.m.

— ——
Chapel
The Rev, Bill Hart,
pastor, will speak at
930 a.m, service at
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
His subject will be
"The Binding and Loosng Power of Our
Words" with scripture
from Matthew 161549
and Mark 11:22-26.
Sunday School will
follow the worship
service.
— — — —
Good Shepherd
''The Binding and
Loosing Power of Our
Words" with scripture
from Matthew 16:15-19
will be sermon subject
for the Rev. Bill Hart,
pastor, at the
a.m
service at the Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Tonight (Friday) at 6
p.m. a worship service
will be conducted at the
church. An ice cream
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Woman Finds More Give Than
Take in the AnimKingdom

INVESTMENTS

DEAR ABBY: This is regarding
the animal lover who wrote to say
that wherever she went, animals—
and even wild birds—seemed to sense
her love for them and instinctively
came to her:
I don't doubt her story, but how de
you explain this? I would nevet
abuse an animal, but I don't
particularly care for them. However,
wherever I go, they seem magneti.
cally drawn to me.
For example, I went to a friend'i
home for a barbecue supper recently.
There were about 50 people there,
but my friend's dog, with no encoue
agement from me, followed me
around all evening. I ignored hint
but I couldn't get rid of him.
Another time I was a guest in the
home of a man who had a cat. The
cat kept rubbing against my ankle,
so I picked it up and placed it on the
lap of a woman I know is a great cat
lover. No sooner had I sat down,
when the cat jumped off her lap and
came running back to me.
I've also heard that animal"
"know" who likes them and who
doesn't. How do you account foi
this?
CALIFORNIA MAGNEt

Stock Market
Industrial Average
-.11
Air Products
40%
Apple Computer.
25% + %
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18% + %
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY,JULY 21,1104
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To Rod 1st what the stars say, read (Oct. 23to Nov. 21)
CIE
doe hawse gives for your birth siga.
No sense playing hard to get. You'll
have a good time if you let yourself
ARIES
relax. Inhibitions need to be overcome
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
now.
A lucky career break comes, but
SAGITTARIUS
partners have opposing views regarNov.22 to Dec. 21)
ding the employment of funds. Try to (
Rise above self-doubt and take a
be cooperative.
chance on a new opportunity to get
TAURUS
ahead. The financial picture
(Apr.20toMay 20)
Traveling or visiting someplace brightens. Slopping is a plus.
CAPRICORN
new brings a needed respite from problems. You and a loved one have trou- (Dec. 22toJan. 19)
Don't expect everything to happen
ble seeing eye-to-eye.
at once in a new relationship. Take
GEMINI
things day by day. A friend is not at all
(May 21 to June 20)
There's not much you can do today helpful.
AQUARIUS
about a work concern. Avoid excess
fretting, which could be detrimental (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A little peace and quiet will help you
to your health.
cope with today's problems involving
CANCER
family and career. Try to be patient
(June 21 to July 22)
Take advantage of an opportunity to with others.
wrairr•
have good times with friends. Com- PISCES
pany cheers you up. You may be con- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
somebody
convince
can't
You
cerned about a romance.
whose mind is already made up. Some
LEO
luck comes to you through a friend
(July 23 to Aug.21 i
supportive.
Though you're anxious to capitalize who is very
YOU BORN TODAY are versatile
on a work opportunity, pressing home
concerns take priority. Business and and clever. You belong in fields where
you can use your intellect and
pleasure don't mix.
creativity. An ability to communicate
VIRGO
ideas makes you a natural for such
(Aug.23 to Sept. M
education, writing, reporTravel affords you a great deal of fields as
advertising. Design,
relaxation now, though there may be ting, selling and
music and acting may also appeal to
some delays. Don't rant and rave if
you. You must overcome a tendency
traffic is heavy.
magnify your
to be suspicious Of
LIBRA
strong willed, but your
e45 woes. You are
(Sept. to Oct.22)
*arts. Birth
An awkward social situation re- energy cooMiHErnest Hemingway, writer;
quires a deft touch. Family interests date :
Marshall McLuhan, educator; and
are highlighted. Stress cooperation
Isaac Stern, musician.
with close ties.
HOT WATER
Hot water weighs
more than cold.
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GOSPEL MEETING
July 22-26 — Sunday-Thursday
Sunday Servieee 10:00 am.,
I I:00 arra & 730 pm
Singing Sintelqy Afternoon at 2.30 ant
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
Speaker:

Dan Jenkins

Westside Baptist
The Rev,. Don
Farmer, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6 p.m services at the
Westside Baptist
Church.
"Beloved Let Us Love
One Another" will be
sung by the Church
Choir at the morning
service. Tommy Scott
will be music director
with Susie Scott as
pianist and Patsy Neale
as organist
Johnny Gossum will
sing a solo and Grant
Lynch will play a
trumpet solo for the
offertory.
At the evening service
Charles Peeler will sing
a solo.

Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
— — — —
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, pulpit
minister, will speak at
the 8 30 and 10:40 a m
and 6 p.m. services at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
His morning subject
will be "Content, But
Not Satisfield" with
scripture from Philippians 4:10:13. His evening topic will be
"Converting the Erring
Brother" with scripture
from James 5:19-20.
Jerry Bolls will direct
the song services.
Assisting will be Jack
Rose, John Paul Nix,
Kenneth Cleaver, Garry
Evans, Danny Cleaver,
Rodney Lowe, Paul
Ragsdale, Amos Hill,
Ron McNutt, Teddy
Cohoon, George Patters on , Max Walker,
Lenith Rogers, Ruin
Dick, Wayne Wilson.

By Abigail

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
-MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

supper will follow with
funds going toward the
building program of the
church Tonight's event
will be sponsored by the
Methodist Men
— — — —

DEAR MAGNET:Animals,I'M
told, are endowed with a "sixth
sense" that enables them to
distinguish between dangerous
and life-threatening situations
and safe and non-threatening
ones.
Apparently, you project an
aura of love, kindness and
security. Animals sensing this
are drawn to you instinctively.
Even though you don't particu•
larly like animals and yout
magnetism is meant for people,
these animals assumed that it
included them.
So humankind, rejoice! The
old saying "You can't fool all of
the people all of the time"
doesn't hold true for animals.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Recently while
eating at a restaurant I have always
favored, about halfway through my
dinner I found a long hair in my
food.
I called the waitress, showed it to
her, and removed it in her presence.
By that time I had lost my appetite.
She said she wouldn't charge me for
the meal, which cost $5.50. A few
minutes later she returned to say
her boss said she could take off only

$2.75 because I'd already eaten half
the meal!
Not wanting to cause a fuss, I
accepted the $2.75 discount and let it
go at that.
I think it was tacky of the
restaurant to credit me with only.
half the meal because I'd eaten half
of it, don't you?
How do you think the restaurant
should have handled it? Also, how
should I have handled it?
EX-CUSTOMER
DEAR EX: I think the boss
used poor judgment. He saved
82.75 but lost a customer. You
should have been given a complimentary meal. They blew it.
You handled it properly.
•••

DEAR ABBY:I'm getting married
next month to a wonderful man.
"Peter" is 24 and I'm 25. We are
from different states. I've never met
his mother in person, but we've
talked on the phone a few times.
She's coming here to attend our
wedding.
There is a slight problem: Before I
met Peter, I was married for a few
years, but it didn't work out so we
were divorced. (No children.) Peter
doesn't want his mother to know I
was married before because she's a
very old-fashioned, religious woman
and he's afraid it might prejudice
her against me. Is it wrong not to
tell her? Would it be wrong to ask
my parents and family not to mention it to her when she's here for our
wedding?
Peter feels that this is a new
beginning for us and we should put
away the past.
What do you think?
A CLEAN SLATE
DEAR CLEAN SLATE: To
deliberately conspire to deceive
Peter's mother is wrong.(It's no
crime to have been married
before.) And to ask your parents
and family not to mention it
would also be wrong.

(Getting married? Send for
Abby's new, updated, expanded
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely
Wedding." Send your name and
address clearly printed with a
check or money order for 12.50
(this includes postage) to: Dear
Abby,Wedding Booklet,P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood,Calif.90038-)

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Sunday, July 22 Thru
Sunday Morning July 29
•7:30 Nightly
•11 a.m. Sunday July 29
Evangelist Dwayne Holland
Songleader Max McGinnis
Pastor Eddie Young
Nursery will be provided
Members Expected

Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe.
pastor, will speak at the
10:50a.m. and 5:30p.m.
services at the Grace
Baptist Church, The
Rev. Sammy Cunningham, assistant
pastor. will assist.
Dwane Jones will be
organist and play a solo
at the morning service.
Anita Smith will be
pianist. Barry Wyatt
wW be music director.
Sunday School with
James Rose as
superintendent will be
at 9:45 a.m. Accompanists will be Dwane
Jones and Susan Jones.
— — — —
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
7:30 p.m. services at the
Hazel Baptist Church.
Music will be directed
by Gene Orr Miller with
Oneida White as pianist
and Brenda Hart as
organist. The Adult
Choir will present a
special selection at the
morning hour.
Sunday School with
Don Bailey as director
will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Church Training with
Pat Hutson as director
will be at 6:30 p.m.
————

— — — —
Memorial Baptist
The Rev Bobby Hancock, interim pastor,
will speak at the 10:50
a.m. and 7 p.m. services
at the Memorial Baptist
Church. J.D Outland,
deacon of the week, and
Fred Stall" will assist.
Milton Gresham,
minister of music, will
direct the Sanctuary
Choir as members sing
"He Started The Whole
World Singing" with
Margaret Wilkins as
organist.
Special music at the
evening hour will be
presented by Molly
Ross.
———
Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor, will speak at the
1045 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at the First
Baptist Church.
The Rev, G.T. Moody,
associate pastor. and
John Randolph, deacon
of the week, will assist.
Wayne Halley,
minister of music, will
sing a solo, "Give to the
Winds Your Fears" at
the morning hour, and
Joan Bowker, organist,
will sing a solo, "The
Resurrection Morn," at
the evening hour.
The Adult Choir will
sing "All the Way My
Savior Leads Me" at the
morning hour and
"Nearer, My God, to
Thee" at the evening
hour. Allene Knight will
be the morning pianist
and Mark Hussung will
be the evening pianist.

Revival at Oak Grove
The Oak Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
will have revival services starting Monday,
July 23, and continuing
through Saturday, July
28.
The Rev. Wendell
Ordway will be the
evangelist. Services will

be at 7 p.m, each
evening.
The pastor, the Rev.
Ronald Livingston, invites the public to attend
the services. The church
is located on CallowayMarshall County Line
off Highway 783, PennyAirport Road.

God does well...

(C,ont'd from page 8)
we can have revival,
revival-revival till He
healings, miracles
comes!
and to know that
It's a great day
Jesus said in John
BECAUSE The in6:37 Him that cometh
vitation is still exto me, I will in no
tended. This writer
wise cast out.
has never counted,
It's a great day
but I am told that the
BECAUSE Of the
word "come" is
certainty and stabilifound over 900 times
ty of the word of God.
In the scriptures.
Psalms 89:34, My
To look up the word
covenant will I not
in Strong's Concorbreak, nor alter the
dance, it almost
thing that is gone out
seems endless, but to
of my lips. Psalms
mention just a few:
119:89, Forever, 0
Genesis 7:1 Come
Lord, thy word is setabove the flood;
tled in heaven. MatNumbers 10:28, Godthew 24:35. Jesus
ly fellowship; Isaiah
said, Heaven and
1:18, Personal cleanearth shall pass
sing; Isaiah 55:1,
away, but my words
Satisfying portion;
shall not pass away.
Matthew 11:28, Rest;
Just remember
Matthew 22*4, Kings
It's a Great Day
invitation; Luke
BECAUSE; 1. God
14:17, Things ready;
doesn't make a bad
Revelation 22:17, A
day. 2. The church is
three-fold invitation.
still here 3. The inHim that Heareth,
vitation is still exhim that is athirst,
tended. 4. The cerand whosoever will.
tainty and durability
As long as the in
of the word of God.
vitation is extended,

• ••

REVIVAL

•

Frank Hargis. ted
Howard, Richard Duke
and Emmanuel
Manners.
Bible classes will be
at 9• 45 a.m.
— —— —

Visitors Welcome
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HoHe takes girls medalist honor

By M.C. Garrett
With a dramatic eagle
on his final hole of the
day, 18-year-old Brad
Halley of Paris, Tenn..
captured medalist
honors Thursday in the
annual Junior Invitational golf tournament
at the Murray Country
Club with an even par 72
round.
Halley, who is a 1984
graduate of Henry
County High School, had
started play on the
155-yard second hole in
the shotgun -started
event and which he birdied with a 10-foot putt.
He then played the remaining eight holes of
his front nine in one over
par before posting eight
consecutive pars and a
bogey on the 18th for a
37 on the back nine.
This brought him to
his 18th hole, actually
the course's 490-yard
first hole, at two-overpar and tied with last
year's winner, Billy
Smith, also of Paris.
"I knew that I had to
have a birdie if I was to
have a chance to win,"
the lanky Halley said.
He reached the fringe of
the 5-par hole in two and
then chipped his third
shot into the cup for the
eagle and the win with
an even par round.It was his second time
to win the prestigious
junior tournament, having won in 1982.
Smith, the 1983
medalist and now a
17-year-old senior at
Henry County High
School. finished two
strokes back at 74. Both
play their home golf at
the Paris Country Club.
Steven Simpson of
Fulton and Mark
Waldrop of Murray
were next, tied with 805,
and Simpson was
declared the third-place
winner when their cards
were matched.
Among the girls,
Meredith Howe and
Terri Lamb, both of
Murray, finished with
91s before Meredith
sunk a 25-foot putt for a
birdie on the first hole of
a sudden death playoff
for the medalist honors.
She also won first
place among the girls
12-13 year olds, while
Terri was low in the
14-15 age group.
Connie Steely was

first, Beth Wilson second, Jennifer Howe
third and Danielle Alexander fourth among the
girls 10-11, who played
nine holes.

Colleen Hunter of New
Madrid, Mo . was fourth
with 97
Kristen Taylor of
Paris was the only girl
participating in the

PLAYOFF - Meredith Howe (left) defeated
Terri Lamb with a 28.foot birdie putt on the first
hole of sudden death to win the girls medalist
honors at the Murray Country Club youth golf
tournament Thursday.
Finishing second to
Meredith Howe in the
girls' 12-13 group was
Joanna Gibbs with 94,
while Amy Wilson was
third with 96 and Shelby
Morgan of the Oaks
Country Club fourth
with 104.
Finishing second to
Terri Lamb in the girls'
14-15 grout was her twin
sister, Sherri,' with 93.
Lee Holcomb of Murray
was third with 94 and

girls' 16 and up age
group, and posted a 99.
In the boys' 10-11 age
group, Allen Rayburn
was the winner with a 50
for the nine holes
played. Brian Henson of
Mayfield and Chris
Jones of Murray tied for
second with 55s before
Brian was declared the
second-place winner
when their cards were
matched.
Robbie Hessing of

Win No. 282
AL hitters adjusting
to Seaver as he faces
learning experience

Paris posted a par
the first hole of a sudder,
death playoff to win the
boys' 12 through 13 corn •
petition over fellow
Parisian, Monte Belew
Fulton's David
Kephart posted a 78 to
win the boys' 14 through
15 competition by one
stroke over Jason
Hamblen, also of
Fulton. Hopkinsville's
P.J. Stevens finished
third with 82.
Ninety-eight
youngsters from four
states participated in
the tournament, which
was direeted by Judy
Muehleman and Al
Jones and sponsored by
the Coca-Cola bottling
company.
A team from Paris,
Tenn., - composed of
Halley. Smith, Roger
Cain and Mickey Barker
- captured the Scott
Latimer Memorial
Trophy.
Presented each year
by Tommy and Judy
Latimer of Murray in
memory of a son who
lost his life accidentally
as an infant, the trophy
goes each year to the
team of four players
from any one club with
the lowest aggregate
score.
The Paris team's 312
won it this year.

FAMOUS FORM - Tom Seaver, pitching for
the Chicago White Sox, shows the delivery that
has helped him win 282 games in his career.
Thursday night he was credited with the win in
the 3.0 shutout over the Indians

By JIM DONAGHY
Associated Press
Tom Seaver, who won
three Cy Young Awards
In the National League
with the Mets, says his
first time around the
American League in
1984 was a "learning
process " Now the AL
batters are starting to
learn about Seaver.
Seaver, 9-8, combined
with Jerry Don Gleaton
Thursday night to
defeat the Cleveland Indians 3-0
"It's a learning process the first time
around the league,"
Seaver said after shutting the Indians out for
eight innings "You
might have a general
idea how to approach a
hitter, but you still have
to find your own way to
get guys out."
Cleveland rookie
Steve Farr, who struck
out nine, left after giving up a leadoff single to
Carlton Fisk in the
ninth. One out later;
reliever Mike Jeffcoat
walked Greg Luzinski
and threw a wild pitch to
move the runners to second and third.

Greg Walker followed
with a sacrifice fly to
left before Ron Kittle
slugged his 22nd home
run off reliever Don
Schulze.
In other AL games,
Minnesota edged New
York 2-1, Detroit stopped Texas 9-2, Kansas
City beat Baltimore 6-3,
Oakland downed
Milwaukee 4-1 and
Toronto defeated SeatUe 8-1.
Seaver had given up
six runs on nine hits in 4
2-3 innings in his first
appearance against
Cleveland two weeks
ago. But he limited
them to eight hits, striking out three and walking one, before giving
way to Gleaton in the
ninth inning.
"A couple of games
I've thought I had better
stuff," said Seaver, who
won his 282nd career
game. "Pitching is not
all stuff, though, but
working with what you
have - within the context of the game."
The win lifted Chicago
to within two games of
the idle California
Angels in the AL West.

Purcell begins U.S. Tennis
with victory over Gonzalez
BROOKLINE, Mass.
- Murray, Ky., tennis
pro Mel Purcell won his
second-round match
Thursday, beating
Francisco Gonzalez of
Paraguay,6-3, 6-3, in the
U.S.Pro
Championships.
Purcell received a
first-round bye and will
play Pavel Slozil in today's singles.
Teamed with Purcell

TEAM CHAMPS - A foursome from Paris (Tenn.) Country Club won the Latimer Team Trophy for
posting the best overall score in the Murray Country Club youth golf tournament Thursday. The overall
winner was Paris' Brad Halley (far left) who shot an IPS en•par 72. His fellow Parisians and their scores
include Roger Cain (84), Mickey Barker (82) and last year's medalist Billy Smith (74). Presenting the
trophy to Barker is Judy Latimer. Last year's team trophy went to Fulton Country Club.

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE
CORPORATION

Read The Classifieds

will hold its
annual meeting
Saturday evening
July 20, 7:00 P.M.
at the

MAYFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
Election of trustees will take place
during the business meeting.
Several gift certificates and extension telephone service free for one
year will be awarded at the close of
the business session.

Multiple

Program
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
Pct. GB
Detroit
53
a
686 Toronto
55
37
568 8
Baltimore
52
1.2
663 1.2
Baton
45
43
496 17%
New York
4.3
48
173 19%
Milwaukee
11
53
426 23
Cleveland
39 52
429 22%
WEST DIVISION
CAlifornia
49
44
527 47
40
500
2
443
49
500 2%
471
4%
44
52
458 6%
71,4
41
51
448
tooal
60 56
.421 10
Thursday2 Games
Chicago 3. Cleveland 0
Detroit 9. Texas 2
Mtruesota 2, New York 1
Kane. City 6. Baltimore 5
Oakland 4, Milwaukee 1 •
Toronto 8, Seattle 1
Only game. scheduled
Friday's Games
ChIcsgo , Dotson 11.5 i at
Cleveland Smith 2-2), I ni
TeX.. iTarisuu 9-31 at Detroit
(Rosen.641. in )
Minnesota iScItrorn 2-41 at New
York (Rasmussen 3-31. In
Boetan (Nipper 1-11) at California
Romanick 9-9). in)
Baltimore (abLartines 3-5 at
Kane.City (LJebrandt 1-43. n
Milwaukee (Porter 6-1)93
Oakland I Young 2-11. in
Toronto (Clancy 7-101 st Seattle
(Beattie 94h in)
Saturdap's Gaines
Baltimore at Kansas City
Chicago at Cleveland
Minneeota al New York
Boston at California
Mtheaukee Cl Oakland
Texas •t Detroit. n
Toronto at Seattle, in )
Sundor's Games
Texas at Detroit
Chicago at Cleveland
Minneeota at New York
Baltimore at Kansas City
Roston Si California

AMESUCAPI LEAGUE
BATTING (210 at betel Win.
field. New York. W. Mattingly.
New York. SW Hrbek. Minnesota,
124. Puckett. Mbenseota. 00;
Sheridan, Kansa. City. 114
RUNS, RHendereon. Oaklend,
72. Divans, Boston, 70. Maestri.
Toronto. 121, Butler. Oeveland II;
Ripka., Baltimore, N.
551
11.1nvreui. Oakland. Is;
69Iurray. Baltimore, 77. Rice,
Boebin. 71. Arlavie. Seattle. N. Ar.
mu. Baton, it
HITS Garcia Toronto. 119; Seib
tingly. New Tort, 114, MOW
Bakilmore, I(I; Cadet, 211111111
108, Winfield, New York, Ill.
DoueLee LAParriels. isms

IS, a."... a.m.. a tams.

All members are urged to attend this
annual members meeting.

Toronto. 24 lemon, MOON. 96;
Mattingly New Tort. E. Tress,
Mall. Detroit. a.
TRIPLES °Mins, Toronto, II,
blowelry. Toronto, II. Owen, Seat
tin, 8, Upshots/, Taranto, 7; KOlb.
mon, Detroit, 6; PtLavr, Chicago, 4
HOME RUMS
Klagmea,
Oakland. 17 . Arm.. Balton. E.
Kittle. Chicago. 12, Thornton.
Cl••eland. II, SIM
Baltimore. 10

in the men's doubles is Cassio Motta, 8-4, 6-3,
Vince Van Patten
Mike Wesphal defeated
Other second round Roberto Arguello, 3-8,
matches Thursday in- 7-6, 6-0; Mark Dickson
cluded Aaron Krickstein downed Trevor Allan,
defeating Joao Soares, 6-3, 8-2; and Fernando
6-7, 6-3, 7-6; Andres Luna upset Roscoe TanGomez beat Egan ner, 6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
Adams, 6-0, 6-2, JoseOne third round
Luis Clerc whipped match was completed
Marco Ostoja, 7-5, 6-2; with Mike Leach strugJohn Alexander stopped gling to beat Blaine
Juan Aguilera, 6-3, 5-7, Wjllenborg, 7-6 (7-2), 6-7
7-5; Slozil handled (8-6), 6-2.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
I
Pct
rt
52
E7
584
53 le
576
19411. 52 40
585
46
46
500
45
49
479

Lott Angeles
Houston
Cincinnati
San Francisco

48
40
11
NI

48
50
54
57

500
471
432
3.80

7%
10
14
18%

Thursday's Germs
Chicago S. San Francisco 4
Pittsburgh 5. San Diego I
Cincinnati 9. New York 6
Philadelphia
Atlanta 1
Loe Angela, 10, St Louis 0
Houston 3, Montreal
Friday *Goma
San Franoteco (Robinson 451385
Chicago (Eckersley 3-61
San Diego (Dnlivecky 7-4 and
Fl•wkIn• 4-3) at Pittsburgh
(Rhoden 7-7 and Tlidor IL? I. 2. It.)
NeveYork (Gamlen 041 at Cincinnati (Tibbs 1-63.. In
Philadelphia (Hudson 8-81 at
AUanta (Barker 6-7 , (
Los Angeles (ValensuaLa 8-10, at
St Louis KepelUre ill. (n )
Montreal (Rogers 141 at Houston
Knepper 1-3 I, (n1
Sabrotor'll Gavot
Philadelphia at Atinnta
San Francisco at Chicago
Las Angel. at Si louts(
San Diego at Pittsburgh. n
New York at Cincinnati. I n1
klontrea/ at Houetan.
Sunday's Germs
San Diego at Pittsburgh. 2
PhlLudelphla at Atlanta
Los Angeles at St 1,001.
New Tort at Cincinnati
San Francleco •t Chicago
Montreal at Houten.. n

NATIONAL LEAGUS
BATTING (210 at bat.), Owynn.
Ilan 114.5e, MA Treasons Man.
Real, 1166. Sandbars Chicago.
.93I1; Washiadtaa, *Wats. UP.
Doredsr. Chlohipt .816.
RUNS:Ilmeldel, Pfdla4•14.11‘111;
Otiesiro. ft& Murphy.
AWOL SC D•rnier. Mimi" WC
Roam Montreal_ M. 51(5381. 593.
Dew.IR
04Elartire Montreal. IT.
Philadelphia. 111,
COMMOIL SI; Momphroy. Illauston,
81; Illindlists. Chicago,
KM: floodiorg. Mikado: 131:
Ilanstaid.
Bea Papa
MI: On.. Houston,
pittatairph.
1061Mard, Atlanta.
.
th: Ilanivel. Philadelphia.
Baadharg.
°Carter.
N. 00.8, Morston. M.
Transom. Montreal, 111,
Montreal. 0.
TEMPLE:1i Selidifirg, Chicago,
11, Samuel, Philadelphia. 11. Crus,
Houston I Gwynn San Diego, S.
McGee iltLoule, 7
HOME RUNS Murphy Atlanta.
fifl
Schmidt Philadelphis 10.
°tauter Montreal 17

1111r=

Thursday s Sports Transact.**
BASEBALL
Arnersun Lerma
CHICAGO WHITE SOX - Pur•
chased the contracts of Jerry Don
Gleaton, pitcher. and Jamie Quirk.
catcher, from Denver of the
American Aesociation Optioned Al
Jones pitcher. and Joel Skinner.
catcher. to Denver Placed liritt
Burns pitcher on the 15-day
disabled list
National League
NEW YORK MINTS - Placed
John Stearns, catcher on the
disabled list Recalled Jerry Mar,
tin. outfielder, from TIdewat, of
the Internatkinal League
ST LOUIS CARDINALS - Placed Ossie Smith. shortstop. on the
71-day disabled liat retroactive to
July 14
SASKETBALL
541004 5.085(1.0* Aasoctstion
ATLANTA HAWKS - Reached a
four.year contract agreement with
Kevin Willie center
PHOENIX SUNS - Reached •
three year contract agreement
with Jay Humplirlea guard
FOOTBALL
Notional heard League
ATLANTA FALCONS - Signed
Jeff Van Note, center. Lynn Cain,
running back. and Alfred Jenkins
wide receiver
BUFFALO BILLS - Signed
Robert "Speedy- Neal. running
back, to • merles of one-year
contracts
CINCINNATI BENGAL.% - Plat(
ed Larry Kinnebrew, running back,
on the unable to perform Het and
Jerry Eloiyarsky. nose tackle. on
the non-loothall trilury list
CLEVELAND BROWNS - An00000.4 that Sean Higgins. tight
and. John Kersey linebacker. and
Jim Um/twee, deferelve end. left
camp
DALLAS COWBOYS - Announc•4 the retirement of Robert
Newhouse fullback
DENVER BRONCOS - Signed
Billy Bryan. center. to • eerie. of
one-year contract •xtensiions
Released John Smith, center
DETROIT LIONS - Signed
David Uteri.. tight end, to• multiyear contract
GREEN BAY PACKERS Fteleued Chet Winters. running
back. Dan Feradey, qu•rterback,
Donald Ray Ftichardeon and Dar.
fyel Bethune. vouch Guy Goodwin, irlds revolver. Andre Manly.
cornerback. and TI,, Marshall,
Torn %quiet and Jim View's,
defenalve linemen Placed Ladle
Harris, guard. on the activePhreically unable to pertOrm let
740t71'r011 OILERS - Reached
contract isgreernenta with Las Studdant center, and Florian Kempf,
kicker
KANSAS CTTY CHIEFS - Cul
Tony MR, safety, and Martin
Herdrrun, running beck
ae
c.i .,
Jkie
- Signed
DOLPHI
.
b
118
opMIAMIninning
receiver Orbits& McDade', wide
resolver. Marvin Chatman. Anthony prior. and Does Mill deepdee basks. Willie Mucha,aftensroi
lineman. and Roo Gardner, tight
mid. ?limed Roosevelt iltraelhmr.
deferrer* beck On the Injured
reserve UM and Tammy V Worthy
naming bask. ant No. Homer and
A .1 Dube. linetraeleors, on the
Plirrioally unable to perform UM
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MSU-Western cage rivalry resumes in 1985
IS

f*,‘

A December date at
the Far Weal Classic in
Portland, Ore , the
renewal of
neighborhood rivalries
with Southern Illinois
and Western Kentucky,
and another grueling
14-game Ohio Valley
Comference slate
highlight the 1984-85
Murray State men's
basketball schedule.

The Racers, who
posted a 15-13 overall
record and finished
fourth in the OVC last
season, open this year's
campaign Nov 26 at
home against West
Virginia Tech. On Dec
12, MSU travels to Carbondale, Ill., to face
regional foe Southern Illinois before journeying
across country to join

California, Davidson. Tenn
The Racers
Ervin° State, Oregon, resume their spirited inOregon State, Pen- trastate rivalry with
nysIvania and host Western Kentucky after
Portland in the a two-year hiatus on
prestigious, four-day Feb 4 in Murray.
Far West Classic, Dec
77-30
"This year's schedule
should be very challeng
Murray State begins nig for our team. and
conference action Jan I'm looking forward to
9, taking on Austin Peay the competition." MurState in Clarksville. ray State head coach

Ron Greene said. "In
addition to our conference opponents, who
are always tough, we'll
be playing some teams
with national as well as
local appeal. Hopefully,
that's going to help
make the year interesting and exciting
for our players and fans
alike."

1981-85 Racer Backethall Schedule
Date
Opponent
Nov. 26 West Virginia Tech
Nov. 29 Lincoln Memorial
Dec. 5
Evansville
Dec. 8
Tennessee State
Dec. 12 Southern Illinois.
BIG BOOST — With this $5,000 check, NT Marketing in Murray
set the
record for the largest single-year contribution to Murray State athletics
by a
business. The check, being handed to MSC Athletic Director
Johnny Reagan
(far right) by HT Marketing representative Don Faughn
(left) increased tIve
contributions by the company to $11,000 which includes sponsorsh
ip of both
coaches' television shows for football and basketball. Witnessin
g the es
change is MSC Athletics Promotions Director Danny Roberts
(center).

HT Marketing sets standard
for single-year contributions
A check for $5,000
brought HT Marketing's
total to $11,000 and
made the Murray
business the largest
single-year contributor
In Murray State
athletics history.
Thursday the check
was presented to MSU
Athletic Director
Johnny Reagan by a
former Racer football
star, Don Faughn,
representing the company which is the
largest distributor of
Hawaiian Tropics
proddcts.
The donation will be
used to help cover expenses when the MSU
baseball team plays in
Hawaii during an 8-day
tour beginning March 8,
1985. HT Marketing also
sponsors both the football and basketball
coaches' shows during
their respective

seasons.
"This ($5,000) donation means the difference in doing
something and not doing
something," remarked
Reagan, who also
coaches the MSU
baseball squad."We are
extremely fortunate to
have this kind of support, not only for our
baseball team, but for
the entire athletic
program."
The contribution by
HT Marketing is part of
a fund-raising project
by MSU Athletics Promotion Director Danny
Roberts. At the same
time that the MSU
baseball team will be in
Hawaii, several Murrayans will have an opportunity to be there too
at a reduced travel rate.
According to Roberts,
two free trips to Hawaii
will be the grand prizes

In a scheme designed to
"generate revenue
which will go to every
sport involved in the
donation drive."
Specifically mentioned by Roberts were the
football, baseball and
spring sports programs.
With each $2.50 donation, the donors name
will be entered in a
drawing for the free
Hawaii trips. The prize
winners will be drawn at
halftime of the Murray
State-Western Kentucky
basketball game in
Racer Arena, Feb. 4.
Roberts also said
group -rate Hawaii
travel packages will be
offered through his office for anyone interested in travelling
with the baseball team
in March. Discounts are
also available for
children, Roberts
added.

Andretti earns Michigan pole
by narrow margin over Sneva
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Motorsports Writer
BROOKLYN, Mich.
(AP) — Mario Andretti
beat Tom Sneva at his
own game, outracing
the biggest lead-foot in
Indy-car racing to the
pole for the Michigan
500
And he did it Thursday in one of the closest
competitions in the
history of Indy-car
qualifying.
Andretti's Budweisersponsored Lola turned
the two-mile Michigan
International Speedway
oval at an average
sped of 211.088 mph.
Sneva's 211.051 was
just six one-hundredths
of a second slower.
Amazingly, that was
not the narrowest pole
victory In Indy-car annals. The record of five

qualifying laps, turned
his fast one after hitting
209.181.
This was the fifth pole
of the season, the fourth
straight, but the first on
an oval for the 44-yearold former world driving champion, who also
has won two of seven
races this year.
one-hundredths of a seOnly now-retired Bobcond was set last year at by Unser, who won
Road American in seven poles in 10 races
Elkhart Lake, Wis., in 1972 — including six
when Andretti edged straight at the start of
Italian driver Teo Fabi the season — has won
"When the pressure is more in a single year.
on, then you're looking And there are still eight
for everything you can more races remaining
get," Andretti explain- on the CART-PPG Indyed "If there's nothing in Car schedule for 1984
the bag, then nothing
Bobby Rahal took the
wW come out."
outside of the front row
Andretti, coming in another of the domiwithin inches of the nant March race cars
backstretch and fourth- from England, hitting a
turn walls on both of his top lap of 208.714.
Rick Mears, who won
the Indianapolis 500 in
May, shares the second
row with Kevin Cogan
ST. ANDREWS, Bill Longmuir, the overand Howdy Holmes,
Scotland (AP) — Taking night co-leaders on the
Sneva's teammate, all
advantage of the mild strength of 5-under 67s,
in Marches. Mears hit
conditions, Australia's were waiting to start
208.117, Cogan, who this
Ian Baker-Finch fired a their rounds when
week replaced Fabi in
stunning 6-under-par 66 Baker-Finch, one stroke
the Forsythe Brothers'
today and surged into behind after Thursday's
car, was at 207.320, and
the lead on the second opening round, began
Holmes turned at
day of the British Opeh his onslaught.
206.736
golf championship.
Baker-Finch, winner
of this year's West
BULL CALVES NEEDED
Australian Open and
last year's New Zealand
Persons desiring to sell 24
Open — his only two
dairy or beef breed bull calves
tournament victories —
ripped up the Old
aged 3 to 8 weeks can write to:
Course at St. Andrews
Dr. Wade L. Kadel, Murray
with the best round of
the tournament so far.
State University, Breathitt
His 38-hole total of 134
Veterinary Center, P.O. Box
equalled the St. Andrews course record set
1000,
North
Drive,
at the Open 24 years ago
Hopkin
sville
KY
,
42240
, or
by Roberto deVicenzo of
phone (502) 886-5959 (after
Argentina.
Baker-Finch, who
5:00 p.m. phone 502-886-3862).
practiced for six days on
Calves must be healthy and not
the Scottish links prior
to the Open, took a twovaccinated against IBR. P1-3 or
stroke lead * over BriPasteurella. Purchase contract
tain's Nick Faldo, who
was 8 under par for the
will be awarded to the person
tournament after 33
offering the most uniform
holes.

Baker-Finch leads British

Australian Greg Nor.
an, American Peter
been and Scotsman

calves at the lowest prices in
the month of July.

Dec. 15
Dec. 17
Dec. 20

Timeline
730 Murray
7:30 Murray
730 Murray
7:30 Nashville.' TN
730 Carbondale, IL

CarbondaleLewis University
Kentucky State.
Tennessee State

7:30 Murray
7:30 Murray
7:30 Murray

Dec. 27- Far West Classic
30 (California. Davidson.
Fresno State, Murray
State, Oregon, Oregon
State, Pennsylvania.
Portland )
Jan. 7
New Orleans

TBA Portland. OR

7:30 Murray

*Jan. 9
Austin Peay State
*Jan. 12 Akron
•Jan. 14 Youngstown State
*Jan. 19 Eastern Kentucky
*Jan. 21 Morehead State
•Jan. 26 Tennessee Tech
"Jan. 28 Middle Tennessee State
'Feb. 2
Austin Peay State
Feb. 4
Western Kentucky
oPeb. 9 Tennessee Tech
•Feb. 11 Middle Tennessee State
'Feb. 16 Akron
*Feb. 18 Youngstown State
Feb, 23 Eastern Kentucky
Feb, 25 Morehead State
Mar. 1-2 .0VC Tournament
•OVC Game
All Times-Central

7:30 Clarksville, TN
730 Murray
7:30 Murray
6:30 Richmond, KY
6,30 Morehead, KY
7:30 Murray
730 Murray
7:30 Murray
7:3.0 Murray
7:30 Cookeville, TN
7:30 Murfreesboro. TN
6:30 Akron, OH
7:00 Youngstown, OH
7:30 Murray
7:30 Murray
TBA TBA

Local Summer League Baseball

Redbirds in
ten in a row
LOUISVILLE. Ky.
(AP) — Third baseman
Glen Gulliver's two-out
double in the 10th inning clinched the
Louisville Redbirds'
10th win in a row.
Louisville beat the
Wichita Aeros 5-4 in an
American Association
baseball game Thursday night.

tommv-ialk
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*
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/
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DISTRICT TROPHY — Murray Manager Earl 1P'adgett receives
the raistriet 11 championship trophy
for his team's victories last weekend in the -Junior Rabe Ruth tourname
nt. Presenting the trophy (far
left) is District Commissioner Gil -Johnson ohile Murray coaches Mark
Miller (second from left) and
-ferry Grogan (far right) watch the proceedings. The Murray
squad will play a best-of-three series
against Bowling Green at Murray State's Reagan Field this weekend
with the champion advancing to
the state tournament in Owensboro, July 27-3I. Saturday's games
are scheduled at Reagan Field at I
p.m. and 4 p.m. and a 2 p.m. game will be scheduled on Sunday
if n*essary.

Allison Photography makes it to softball finals
GIRLS SOFTBALL
Allison Photography won two games, including
an upset of the regular season champs, to advance to tonight's finals in the girls upper division softball tournament at the city-county park
complex.
Jennifer Hamilton blasted a home run and
Angela Whited rapped a double and four singles
to pace Allison to its 16-9 opening victory over
Thrillers. Shelly Howell and Rosetta Merritt
each haara triple in the losing effort.
Allison's second victory came in a 13-7 triumph
over Rainbows, crowned the regular season
champs earlier this week.
Kelly Jameson tripled once and Stephanie
Sammons had a double as Allison took advantage of four errors in the fourth inning to score
seven runs and take command of the game.
Tammy Miller had a home run and two singles,
Jennie Young tripled once and Susan Parker hit
a double for Rainbows.
The other first-round game of the singleelimination playoff. saw Preps handle Royals;
11-6. Leisa Cape and Yolanda Greenfield each
had a homer and a single in the victory and
teammate Staci Barber slugged a triple and a
single.
For Royals, Christi Darnell hit a homer, a doll -

ble and two singles and Debbie Toth singled
three times.
Tonight's games include the Preps playing the
Breakers with the winners going against Allison
Photography in the championship game which
should begin about 7:30 p.m.
LITTLE LEAGI"E
Marshall County posted a 3-2 come•frombehind victory Thursday to eliminate McLean
County and qualify for tonight's championship
series against host Murray Little League AllStars.
Tonight's contest at the Murray city-county
Little League field, will begin at 7:30 and if Murray wins the local All-Stars will travel to Middlesboro for the state championship next week.
If Marshall County wins tonight, a championship
game will be scheduled on Saturday, tentatively
set for 7:30 p.m.
Thursday night's rally by Marshall County
was climaxed by a solo home run by Rodney
Jackson in the fifth inning. Jackson's shot, which
cleared the left-field fence, followed a.sacrifice
fly which scored Jay Dunigan to tie the game 2.2.
Both of McLean's runs came in the fourth inning when Michael Johnson and Tres Settle hit
back-to-back homers off winner Lee Edwards.
Edwards gave up seven hits but struckout six
and walked only one.

Carrier
Wanted

Gulliver's double
drove in first baseman
Gary Ftajsich. Rajsich
had singled and moved
to second when losing
pitcher Bill Scherrer,
0-2, walked Jim Adduct
and set the stage for
Gulliver's game.
winninghit down the
line.
Louisville pounded
out 12 hits, highlighted
Raisich's 20th
homer of the year — a
three-run shot in the
third.
Defense plays sparked the game as four
runners, including
three Redbirds, were
thrown out at the plate
trying to score.
The league-leading
Redbirds extended
their club record win
streak with the victory.
The two teams meet
again tonight at Cardinal Stadium.
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from 1st St.
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Apply in
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1001 Whitnell
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DISASTER SERVICE
TEAMS CONTINUE
TO PROCESS CLAIMS
More than 450 damage claims have boon procesived to this
dat• by our special Disaster Team. If you are a State Form
policyholder and your horn. was damaged by the wind and hail
of 6-211-54, call your State Farm agent now. Members of our
Disaster Service Team are still In the area to give you
...
assistance.
SVATI PAIN

41116
tMSMIANCI

Sat. Form HNIkarencla Cornpanmai
Horns 0*nm
/

Bloornongton, Illinois

LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of ACCOUMS Has Been
1973 InternaWinnie Scarbrough.
Filed In The Calloway
Rt. 1, Box 520, Murtional 1 Ton
District Court By Max
ray, KY Deceased.
Truck
with
Gene Rogers and
John Scarbrough. 1614
Diane. Bach, Co.
heavy
duty
Magnolia, Murray.
Executors. Of The
suspension and
KY
Co-Executor.
Estate Of Eugene
Murrell Madrey. Rt.
power take off
Rogers, Deceased.
1, Murray. KY CoExceptions To This
Good condition.
Executor Sid Easley,
Settlement Must Be
Call between
204S 6th, Murray. KY
Filed In The Calloway
Attorney.
8-5, 753-8500.
District Court On Or
Ann P. Wilson,
Before July 31. 1984.
Circuit Court Clerk
The Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Jim Sutter & Jerry
LEGAL NOTICE
Of Accounts Has Been
Henry wit be in our
A Final Settlement
Filed In The Calloway
Accounts Has Been
showroom from
District Court By Of
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Marianna Williams, Filed In The Calloway
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
Administratrix, Of District Court By
Marvin Hartsfield and
PURDOM
The Estate Of Bessie
Charles Blair, Co.
B. Walker. Deceased.
MOTORS. INC.
Exceptions To This Executors. Of The
Olds-Pont
Settlement Must Be Estate Of Willie Mae
Redden,
Filed In The Calloway Wilford
District Court On Or Deceased. Exceptions
Before July 31. 1984, To This Settlement
Must Be Filed In The
0. Miller, 201 S. 5th, The Date Of Hearing.
Face
District
Ann P. Wilson, Calloway
Murray, KY Attorney.
Circuit Court Clerk Court On Or Before
Brick
Lois M. Wilson, 508
July 31, 1984, The Date
Start At
N. 7th St.. Murray,
Of Hearing.
LEGAL NOTICE
KY
Deceased.
Ann P. Wilson,
Settlement
A
Final
Patricia Ann Scott,
1000
Circuit Court Clerk
Rt. 8, Box 1120. Mur- Of Accounts Has Been
The
Filed
Calloway
In
Vowel!
8.
ray, KY Executrix.
LEGAL NOTICE
Sid Easley, 204 S. 6th, District Court By SanSon Inc.
Settlement
A
Final
Murray, KY Attorney. dra A. Tilkens, ExOf Accounts Has Been
Martin, TN
Frank Parrish. Rt. ecutrix, Of The Estate
Filed In The Calloway
587-2301
Of
James
S.
Carr,
1, Dexter, KY DeceasDistrict Court By
ed. Robert Earl Par- Deceased. Exceptions
Moore,
Jessie
Ex0.
rish. Rt. 1, Dexter, KY To This Settlement
ecutrix, Of The Estate
Executor. Sid Easley, Must Be Filed In The
District Of Tolbert L. R. BEFORE you buy any
204 S. 6th, Murray, KY Calloway
Moore, Deceased. ExCourt On Or Before
type of shingle roof, call
Attorney.
ceptions To This Set- 753-6784 for free
Mary Farmer Ray, July 31, 1984, The Date
tlement
Must
inforniation.
Be
Filed
Rt. 1, Box 100. Mur- Of 1-learitig.
The Calloway !ZEN Bar Club, 10 year
Ann P. Wilson, In
ray, KY Deceased.
District Court On Or membership. 759-4664.
Circuit Court Clerk
Stella Hurt, 1300 Wells
Before July 31, 1984. NEED a mini vacation
close to home Try
Blvd., Murray, KY
The
Date Of Hearing. Lakeview Cottages, 502
LEGAL NOTICE
Administratrix.
Ann
P.
Wilson.
436-5876.
A Final Settlement
Harold T. Hurt, 105 N".
Circuit Court Clerk SLUMBER
6th. Murray, KY Of Accounts Has Been
SLIM...Loose weight
Filed In The Calloway
Attorney.
while you sleep-.en on
LEGAL NOTICE.
T.V. for $19.96. AvailaNovle H. Kelly, Rt. District Court By
A
Final
Settlement
ble at your local. Drug
3, Box 378K, Murray, James W. Dowdy. ExOf Accounts Has Been Store for only $9.95!!
KY Deceased, James ecutor, Of The Estate
Filed
In
The
Calloway
D. Kelly. Rt. 3. Mur- Of Hugh C. Dowdy,
District Court By
Farmington
ray.
Ad- Deceased, Exceptions
KY
Kathleen Morris, AdClass of '59
ministrator. Harold T. To This Settlement
Murra) High
ministratrix, Of The
Hurt, 105 N. 6th, Mur- Must Be Filed In The
• Class of '59 and '64
Calloway, District Estate Of Elmus T.
ray, KY Attorney.
Collegr High
Tyler, Deceased. ExJerry F. Conner. Court On)Or Before
Class of '64
ceptions
To
This
SetJuly
31,
1984, The Date
Rt. 1, Almo, KY
'tour claw pictures can
tlement Must Be Filed
Of
Hearing.
be picked up at
Deceased. James H.
Ann P. Wilson, In The Calloway-Conner, Box 1, HareAlIion
District
Court
On
Or
Circuit
Court
Clerk
din, KY. Harold T.
Plintograpity
Before July 31, 1984.
Hurt, 105 N. 601, Murart 'north Sib
LEGAL NOTICE
The Date Of Hearing.
ray. KY Attorney.
A Final Settlement
Ann P. Wilson,
Erma Outland. 509
Of Accounts Has Been
Circuit Court Clerk
S. 13th, Murray, KY
NEED A LOGO?
Filed In The Calloway
Deceased.
Izetta
*A new design for*
District Court By
Pate, 509 S. 13th, MurMaxine Orr Burkeen,
:your
business:
ray, KY Executrix.
Career
Executrix„ Of The
*card, store, sta-*
David L. Harrington.
Estate Of, Robert T.
Opportunity
:tionary, ect? In- *
509 Main, Murray. KY
Orr, Deceased. ExImmediate Income
*dividualized car-:
Attorney.
ceptions To This Set*tooning
and*
Ruby L. Rhodes,408
tlement Must Be Filed
:drawings Done:
Sycamore St.. Mur- In
The Calloway
ray. KY Deceased.
A Some You Con Trust '
at a reasonable
District Court On Or
Hilda Rhodes. 408
Call Now
*rate.
Before July 31, 1984,
Sycamore St.. MurSherry Howell
: Call 759-9567:
The Date Of Hearing.
ray,
KY
Ad436-5539
•after 4 p.m.
Ann P. Wilson,
*
ministratrix. Max W.
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE Ok SALE OF
BANK OF MURRAY STOCK
HELD B HART ESTATE
BANK OF
MURRAY
and PAUL
NEWMAN.Co-Administrators of the Estate
of Scottie Hart. deceased, will offer for public
sale by sealed bid 1318 shares of the common
stock of the Bank of Murray. Bids must be
submitted in writing by July 27. 1984 to Bank
of Murray. 101 South 4th Street, Murray,
Kentucky, or to Attorney David Hessing.
Swayne, Groom. Hessing & Ventimiglia, Attorneys, 117 East Wood Street, Paris, Tennessee, or may be mailed to either of the
above addresses postage prepaid, to reach
the addresses before July 27. 1984.
Bids may be for the entire 1318 shares or
any portion thereof, but must be for at least.
50 shares. The stock will be sold to the highest
bidder or bidders, except that the shares
shall be allocated so as to accumulate the
highest total price for th . entire number of
shares. A bid for shares cir the Bank of Murray stock shall be considered a bid for any
number of shares up to the maximum of the
shares bid for at the bid price per share.
Terms of sale shall be cash on date of
transfer. Transfer of shares shall be made
on August 15. 1984. .

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following Estate
Fiduciary Appointments Have Been
Made
In
The
Calloway
District
Court. All Claims
Against These Estate
Should Be Filed With
The Fiduciary Within
Six Months Of Date Of
Qualifications.
Lawanda McCallon,
P.O. Box 428, Murray.
KY Curator For L.D.
Camp,
Napolee
Camp, and' Linda
Whidden. Stephen C.
Sanders, 608 W. Main
St., Murray, KY
Attorney.
Gail S. Cordrey, 906
Sycamore, Murray,
KY Deceased. Gary
R. Haverstock, 204 S.
6th, Murray. KY
Executor.
Paul Spann, Rt. 7,
Box 510. Murray, KY
Deceased.
Ruth
Spann, Rt. 7, Box 510,
Murray, KY
Co.
Administrator.
Harlan Spann. Rt. 7.
Murray,. KY
CoAdministrator. Max
W. Parker, Courthouse, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Gus Robertson, Sr.,
Rt. 7. Murray. KY
Deceased. Jo Elkins,
1311 Wells Blvd., Murray, KY Co-Executor.
Gus Robertson, Jr.,
Rt. 7. Murray. KY Co.
Executor. Robert 0.
Miller, 201 S. 5th, Murray, KY Attorney.
Gladys R. Mitchell.
102 N. 18th, Murray,
KY Deceased. Darrell
Mitchell, New Concord, KY 42076 Administrator. Robert

GARFIELD, IF YOU
MESS WITH MY
NEW FISH,YOU'LL
REGRET IT

Parker. Courthouse.
Murray. KY Attorney.
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WHAT'S SO REGRETTABLE
ABOUT A LITTLE
SEAFOOD SNACK?

I SEE BY YOUR FILE
THAT YOU WERE AN
AUTO MECHANIC

Mike Barnett
is with

THORTON'S
BODY SHOP
2 1 1 2 Ccgdwater Rd
Murray, Ky
759.15913

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

The family of T.
C. Shook would like
to thank all the
friends & neighbors
for their kindness
during our time of
sorrow. The cards,
flowers, prayers &
visits were so comforting. Words can't
express our thanks
and appreciation
for
all
your
thoughtfulness.
Special thanks to
Bro. Bob Carrey
and the singers for
the lovely service.
May God Bless
You All,

CARD OF
THANKS
The family of Billy Ray Travis, Jr.
wishes to thank our
family, friends and
neighbors for all
the
spiritual,
moral, and financial help that we
have received during the tragic illness of our son. We
pray for God's
blessings on each
and everyone who
has
helped
us
through our ordeal.
Bill and Jannene as
well as grandparents, Tom Ed
Travis & LaMoren
&
Sue
Brett
sincerely thank all
who helped us.

Ft:Li.. OR PART TIME
Men and women flexi
Isle hours No Investment. Work near your
home. Earnings opportunity with training $150
to 400 per week Apply
701 Jefferson St ,
Paducah 8-10a.m any
morning Mon.-Sat.
ifOUEXEE pint
Maid, Lakeland Motel,
Aurora, K . 474-331113.
LIVE-In emale companion for elderly
Christian lady to share
light housecleaning
chores and cooking
duties
Days off
negotiable Free room
and board in nice
country home. Call
753-5967 or f53-7219
SIARICIETING Representative: Opening
for qualified candidate
In microcomputer industry Candidate must
be arnbitous, energetic
and able to sell. Excellent growth opportunity Send resume in
confidence to: P.O. Box
1040A, Murray, Ky.
42071_
TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity and
earn $250 to $500
weekly. 753-0232
anytime.
WANTED experienced
phone solicitors to work
from home. Call Ned
924-5814.

CHILDCARE
evenings, certified
teacher. 753-3728.
WANTED! Houses to
clean. Have references
and transportation. 4362920.

AN EX"TRA INCOVR
THAT KEEPS PACE
WITH YOU. Set your
hours. Set your goals.
Achieve exciting resuits. For more about
the Shaklee Opportunity, call J.K. Ashby
Enterprises. 753-6899.
FOR Sale 1890 s Ice
Cream Parlor and
Fried Chicken. Close to
MSU campus, profitab I e and well established. Reason for
selling, starting Law
School at Memphis In
the fall. 753-3604.

WANTED. 2 Horse elect
ri cm 0tor, small mobile home,
Ctev. truck cab, mobile
home axles, engine
hoist. 759-1739 nights.
BUYING ant que bisque DOLLS and other
old dolls and antique
clocks. 753-5986, ext.
111, Dorothy.
QUEEN size bedroom
suite. Also two bar
stools. Call 436-2689
after 4p.m.
ANTED to buy. Hardwood timber. Call
753-0338.

NEARLY new Green
craft 10- push lawnmower, $150 Green
brocade couch. with
carved wood trLat 00
Baby crib, $110
atter 530p m
7EW nein,- I.0 gal.
steel gas tank, gas
pump. fill cap, vent
pipe Used 3 ton infern•tional central air
conditioner 492-8348.

Happy Birthday
Great Grandma
• Mellie
Love, Cheryl,
Paul & Resa

eLIC

ARANCE SALE
Tillers. 5 h.p. Briggs
and Stratton engines,
chain drive. $229.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris
TIRBICRGLASS panels,
green or white: I!,
$4.75; 10', 15.85; 12',
$6.76. Mid -South
Wholesale, 343 E
StApr* roc
ng Washington. Paris, To.
901442-2662.
chairs, maple table, 6
chairs, antique wash FOR Sale Intercom
stand, antique bird's System. Two Fanon/eye maple chest. Call Courier seven-station
masters, one remote
753-7977.
1 PC living room suite station, three paging
horns
with talk-back
In good condition. Also
antique hall tree. Call ability. Cable for this
system
also available
Winnie Love, 503 PopPhone (502) 753-446lar. 753-2342.
SA SIZE mattress and LARGE. Large, Large
box springs. Oleg selections of storage
Cassini, excellent con- buildings In stock for
dition. $125. 753-7698 Immediate delivery.
ACREE PORTABLE
evenings.
ANTIQUE Victorian BUILDINGS, Mayfield,
Love Seat, solid icy. 247-7831
mahogany frame. Be- MURRAY Satellite
autiful pc of furniture, Sales. Come by and
excellent condition Call check out our equipment. Prices start at
753-8573.
$1,650 and up. All
FOR Sale 33x60 Oak equipment guaranteed
Desk, $150. 753-2506.
Office Hrs. Mon.-Fri.
OAK Dining Room table 12-7, Sat. 9-3. 1114
with 6 chairs, $275. Call Poplar. 753-9263
after 7p.m. 759 4667.

ALL Wheel Horse
Mowers in stock priced
at cost and below for
late summer clearance.
8 h.p. to 18 h.p. We trade
and finance. See Keith
at Stokes Tractor.
RAN-SUN 200 B.P.H.,
817 model. used 3 years,
loading auger and 3,600
bu. Butler Bin Complete, $5,500. 10"x51'
Transport Auger, 20
h.p. 3 phase motor,
$2,000. 8"x54' PTO
Transport, $800. 2471398 or 333-2112.
ONE of the best chain
saws. Money can buy
Sachs-Dolmar and they
are on sale now at
Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd.
SPECIAL Introductory
Prices on Sachs-Dolmar
Chain Saws at Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd.
SED Irrigation pipe
and equipment. 4"5"6'
pipe with risers and
sprinklers. Used center
pivots, hose tows,
travelers. Also 6810"
gated pipe. We deliver
BRANNAN IRRIGATION. 2204 Fair, Poplar
Bluff, Mo. 63901. 314-6862056 nights. 314-246-2448
days Ask for Mike
Brannan.

10 SPEED Raleigh
Grandd Prix. $110
Schwinn Continetal. 10
speed, best offer. Both
in great shape. 753-0504
ATTRACTIVE10 gun
cabinet, new condition.
Must see to appreciate.
$300 or best offer. Call
753-8.573,
rfir6,71770-7=,
double barren over and
under. $350 or best
offer. Must sell.
762-4797.

IA PRICE Sale. Food
Dehydenators. Harvest
Maid brand. 4 models to
choose from. While
supply lasts. Wallin
Hardware, Parts, Tn.
TIRES P185R14 Steelbelted, like new. Back
window for pickup
truck. Front window for
topper. Call 753-7855.
x
METAL building. 1983 G&L Electric
floor and reinforced. Guitar Call after 6p.m
$50. 812 North 20th. 502-436-2657.
uiESEL Mechanic. 753-8960.
Must be familiar with DAMAGED Interior
cummins, detroit and and Exterior Doors,
caterpillar motors. $3.00 and up. Kid-South
E.
Must have own tools. Wholesale, 342
FOR SALE
9 0 1 - 3 5 2 - 5 7 7 7 , Washington. Paris, To..
901-642-2552
8a m.-5p.m.
Yellow
DELUXE 15 cu. ft.
ATTENTION Ladies! chest type freezer, alSweet Corn
Now hiring de- most new, $250. Call
Ready Thursday
monostrators to sell 759-4667,
House of Loyd Toys and FOR
$1.00 Dozen
SALE: 1976 Chev,
Gifts. Free $300 kit. No truck bed, $150.
Pool
11
/
2 miles South
collecting, delivering or
table, $50. 350 Chev,
cash investment. Call motor
and automatic
of Lynn Grove.
753-3693 after p.m.
transmission. 759-1739
435-4131
MATURE woman to
nights.
care for small child
Open 7 am-10 am
days. $5/day. Must be
USEDBUT NICE
patient. prefer non4 pm-8 pm
New shipment of
smoker and references.
small
wood desks
7
Wood and metal
W Formal floral
11
5"
301EYMAKIN
couch and chair. paid
desk, table, secretarial
books. Up to $750 next
$1,300. Will take 400
and executive swivel
weekend guaranteed!
Green cloth couch, $30
chairs, fling cabinets,
Send for Free InformaGreen couch and chair,
tion Fender Publishing
blue print fees, storage
$90. Oak dining table,
Compan#. "Dept." A
cabin•ts,
adding
$125. Wrecked 1965
Box 54, New Concord,
machines,
electric
Pickup. good 1971 motor
Ky. 42076.
typewriters
and transmission, $375
ONEYMAKINC
CRYTS USED
489-2440.
books. Up to $750 next
OAR Firewood.
OFFICE FURNITURE
weekend guaranteed!
$25/rick delivered. 7531016 Jefferson
Send for Free Informa°211.
Paducah 442-4302
tion. Fender Publishing
Panelig.rATEIVG7
Company. "Dept." A
2 Shingles - $17.96 Paneling. Lots or colors
Box 54, New Concord.
sq ISLE felt. $800 roll
to choose from. 14.65
Ky. 42076.
Mld South Wholesale, and up. Mid -South
PROCESS MAIL! 171 342
E. Washington, Wholesale, 1142 E.
per hundred! No exWashington, Paris, Tn.,
perience. Part or full Parts Tn , 901-642-2552
a for short bed 901-642-2552.
Ton
,
Start imtime
mediately Details-send Import truck, 2 Tananir"rrgl."-Tr."55
self-addressed stamped kerosene heater and and up. Call 753-2905 or
envelope to CRI-N41. Hotpoint upright 435-4343 or 43154319.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL freezer. Call 753-9644 or R.C. ALLEN manual
759-1432
full key cash register.
18496
175 or best offer. 7534723 and 753-524. Can
be seen at Ezell Beauty
School.
READY to build that
new deck! We have
treated lumber in
itocli! 80 lb. concrete
mix, $1.86. Just aua
water! Mid -South
Wholesale, 342 E
Washington, Paris. To
1101442-2562.
TYPEWRITER Royal
CE 0000 C D
with
correction, 6 elements.
Excellent condition.
060 Firm. Call Benton,
5774852.
•
FOUND old female
beagle, large leather
collar. Found on 8th and
Math. Call 753-9852.
LOST Calico cat in the
vicinity of S. 9th Call
753-8069.
LOST male Doberman
In Hazel area. Reward
offered. Call 753-2933 or
753-0044.

VIDEO Recorder, PM
8' Pool Table. $250. 4
Channel Radio Control
Box, $100 Call 763-006

12x50 2 BR, all electric,
78 model, like new.
Work 753-3321 or Home
759-4090 after 5:30.
I2x65 TRAILER and lot.
3 miles East of Murray.
Priced to sell. 753-8425.
1973 SALEM 12x60, I
BR, central heat and
air. 753-4808.
1980 LIBERTY 14x51
front kitchen, furnished, washer and
dryer, underpinning,
air condition. Call 7538825 or 753-4443.

RICE 2 BR trailer.
furnished. 1125 month
436-2776.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.
Tl{AILER for rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dill's
Trailer Ct.

For Sale Used Air
Conditioners 34,000
BTU to 5.000 BTU.
Guaranteed.
We
clean and repair
them, We also have
large floor fans for
sale.
DILL'S ELECTRIC
753-9104

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

PROFESSOR and
family need 3 BR house
In or near Murray
August. 753-7744.
WITH Option to buy.
modest 2 BR house in or
near Murray P 0 Box
2228, Puryear, Tn,
38251

1 AND 2 BR apts. Lease
and deposit required.
Adults only. No pets.
753-9208.
1 BR unfurnished apt.
with fireplace, appliances furnished.
Lease and deposit re•
uired. 436-2484.
BR apt. near downtown, stove and refrigerator. 1160. Call
7534429 after,5 .m.
BR unfurn shed In
Panorama Shores. Appliances furnished, has
garage and utility
room. No children or
pets. 436-2484.
ACCEPTING ap
plications. 1 or 2 BR
apts, Mur Cal Apts.,
Northwood Dr. 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
FURNISHED apts. 1 or
BR. Also efficiency
apts. Zimmerman
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
N CE furnished apt lod
S. 13th.
DNE and two SR apt
near downtown Murray
753-4109, 762 6650, 436
241.
1MALL ettenciency
apt suited for 1 single
Or married couple 753406
TAKING applications
for Section S. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

BR house, 7 miles OSA
of Murray on 2e0 Stove
refrigerator furnished
trionth plus deposit
442802

TIRE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

FRIDAY, JULY IS. UM

TAGIL U

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
34. 1404/6•4 ler

Rent

38. Pets - Soltitillif

2 BR house near down AKC Basset Hound
Also AKC
town, stove and re puppies
frigerator, air con Beagle puppies
ditioned Ideal for col 450-2090
lege students. $225 AKC St Bernard puppy
753-6429 after 5:30p.m.
'male. 502-51112 4064
BR located at 410 S
Public Sales
10th. Stove and re- 41
frigerator furnished
2180/month
2100/deposit. Couples
Chi Alpha
only Available August
1st. Call 753-5004.
200 N 15th
3 OR i BR house in city.
on MSU campus
Available August 15th,
Inside
$900 per month plus
deposit. 753-9562.
Rain or Shine
NTT 3 BR brick home,
7 a.m. til noon
$350 month Deposit and
Saturday
references required.
753-7443 or 489-2256.
Freezer, antiques,
rili1T-1311-ThWa77:
ange,
glass trible tops.
refrigerator, air cond.,
clothes and many
large lot, 8 miles S.E. of
misc. items.
Murray. Married
couples only. Ref and
deposit. Ca.0 492-8504

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE
36. For Rent ct Lease
C'OMMERCTAL Zone •
Downtown Location
Brick and block build.
Ing (46'x70'), 3,000 to
4,000 square feet.
Overhead doors, office
rooms In place, gas
heat, new roof, paved
lot (70'x135' I. sprinkler
system. 209 South 7th
Street, Murray, KY
42071, Phone (5021 7534335

1501 Henry
& Sat.
9-5
Clothes, toys,
lamp,
clothes,
lawn
bicycle,
mower, tires, bean
bag chairs, utility
trailer and truck

37. Livestock-Supplies
AQHA Gelding • Bay •
English or Western,
excellent disposition
and manners. Will show
or pleasure Moving
Must sell. 354-6778.
SRANGUS Bulls for
sale, 15 miles south of
Sikeston. Mo. 314.7485867.
38. Pets-Supplies
DOG Obedience, air
condition room, day and
evening, no jerking
training, humane and
affection, home or
show. Mary Adelman
436-2858.
4 0 . Produce
Silver queen
White Sweet

CORN
$1.25 Doz.

Call 492-8380

GARAGE
SALE
Saturday
8-1
501 N. 7th

YARD SALE
2109

College
Farm Rd
Across From CCHS
Beginners
bike,
childrens
toys,
clothes -cheap,
knick knacks and
junk, Avon bottles.
Fri.-Sat. 20-21

BIG
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Sat., July 21st
Only
7:00-4:00
Rain or Shine

Saturday
Maternity clothes,
bikes, household
items. Mostly little
girls clothes 0-18
months, summer &
winter including
jackets,
coats,
snow suit, shoes,
walker, car seat.

725 S. 4th

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 350.50
Yesterday
7 57
Opened
Opened
Today
341.75
Today
7 34
Down
8.75
Down
23
Compliments of:
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver a Diamonds
Hours: 10.6 Daily. 12 Si Sunday

/LANE.

CAR STEREO put asps-i_SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Fro* Deliwory on Prescriptions in City Limits

STARK'S PARTS AND SUPPLIES
•House type and standard doors 'Windows
and window parts •Anchors and accessories
•Vinyi skirting !with 10 yrs warranty) •Roof
Coating •Wood or fiberglass steps •Ceiling
board •Phenbing 'Aluminum siding •Floor
vents •Water heaters •Furnaces and central
as conditioning

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
5 Gal. Roof Coating $26.95
Located 2 miles south of Benton on Hwy 641.
753-2922

Aluminum Welding
Demonstration
Sat., 11 a.m.
403 Sycamore
See how to use the Dillon MK III to weld
aluminum, copper, stainless and cast iron
No obligation. $329.

Harrell's Sycamore
Body Shop

Produce

sale large (ame
r0
plums Contact me for
summer and tail apples
Call 733.4725 Floyd
McKenzie
41

Public Sales

YARD SALE
Sat 21st
1 mile off 121
Hwy.,
City
Landfill Rd.
Clothes,
bedspread,
drapes, games,
tomatoes and
peaches.

YARD
SALE
1506 Chestnut
Saturday
8 to ?

By Owner
Two-story home
on /
1
2 half acre
corner lot
fence
Cypress
encloses
backyard, 3 BR, 2
baths,
gas
fireplace
woodstove, 2 car
garage, $57,000
759-9858
I BR brick home.
formal living room and
dining room, 124 baths.
family room, eat-in
kitchen, central heat
and air, 6 BR on lower
level provides excellent
income Priced to sell in
mid 16 0 's
1626
Hamilton 436-5479 after
5
lyAr__
.r
o Murray and
FmHA repossed houses
Murray Calloway
County Realty, 304
North 12th St. 753-8148
or Ron Talent 758-9694.
owner, modern S BR
yellow brick, ceiling
fan, new well pump,
new hot water tank, like
new kitchen appliances.
custom made cabinets
in large kitchen, dining
room, bath, large living
room, also a rental
house, large barn, pond,
fenced, all on 5 acres on
blacktop_ 8 miles north
of Murray near church
and grocery. Must see
to believe. Call for
ilointment, 489-2415.
ENJOY county living
close to town and for
sale by owner. Custom
built 3 BR brick home,
red wood deck, 2 ceramic tile baths, central
heat and air, attached 2
car garage with automatic door opener.
Located on large lot.
Just outside city limits.
Must be seen to appreciate call 753-9077.
IiiiAmE house and 2
acres or 22 acres, all
tillable, some black top
frontage, 10 miles North
Murray. $25,000. Call
753-3802.
21k.w
visa.
HOUSE-5 ACRES. Excellent condition, all
appliances, garage.
workshop, shed, fruit
trees, berries. Must
sell. 436-2181.

ny

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Parking Lot of
Harrell's Farm
and Home

TOY SALE
Sat. July 21st
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
No early birds. please.
1218 Melrose Dr. at
Dead End
Like new strawberry
short cake collection of
dolls & accessories Barbie dolls & townhouse.
games, puppets, odds &
ends All in excellent
condition

Lots of items,
baby clothes up to
3T, baby furniture,
just about all items
are less than 50
cents

•

CARPORT
SALE
Saturday
July 21,
8-12
412 N. 7th St.

Sat. July 21
8-? at
Hart Hall
Murray St. Univ.
Rain or Shine
Townspeople are
especially
welcome.

YARD SALE
1704 Keenland
Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Cancelled
if rains.
Lots
of
baby
clothes, stroller,
walker, household
items

YARD SALE
209 North 5th
Fri. & Sat.
July 20th
and 21st
8 am.-?
Parakeets, Avon,
Atari,
jewelry,
painting, 74 Vega,
much more. No
early sales.

YARD SALE
right of
Landfill sign, 1st
gravel road left,
3rd house on
left.
Sat., July 21
8-6 p.m.
Children's
clothing cheap
turn

't.•••

40

1607 Wiswell
Road
Sat. & Sun.
Sporting goods,
tools and junk!

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat., July 21
Parking lot of
Shoemaker's
641 South
Selling Clothes,
toys, antiques,
odd ends Lots to
choose from

Children's toys,
clothes, books and
other misc.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
121 South, 1/
1
2
miles south
Fri. & Sat. 8-5
July 20th & 21st
Clothes
Imams,
womens, childrensi
girl's skates, weight
bench, car twos, boat
motor and treas., some
furniture, toys, lots of
odds and ends

YARD
SALE
641 South
Corner of Tom
Taylor Road
1 mile from
Holiday Inn
7 a.m.-?
Fri. & Sat.
43. Real Estate

Lou Ann MOM 71534843
Wayne Wleon 753-6096
Jcie L. Kennon 43135676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE 1. KENNON
Broker
Licensed II Bonded

47. Motorcycles
1074 750 HONDA, fully
dressed, good condition,
trade for dependable
car. 753-4857.
1978 YAMAHA 80, 3250
1980 Extra nice 175
Yamaha, $450. 1980
Extra Nice 100
Yamaha, $360. 2 seater
gocart, $350. 3-Wheeler
or motorcycle trailer.
$875 Firm. Call 753-0115
1978 HONDA 550, 4
cylinder, good condi
lion, $890. Call 753-9200.
1980 KAWASAKI K7440,
extra low mileage. Must
sell. 762-4783.
1981 185S 3-WHEELER,
hard top for 1976 CJ-5
Jeep. Call 753-7391,
1981 YAMAHA SpecialTwo, 400, bought new in
Sept. '82. Been kept in
perfect shape 1795.
345-2449 after 5:30p.m.
1962 650 YAMAHA
Maxim, red with 2,500
miles. 7 months left on
warranty. 753-7824.
)982 HONDA CM-450,
automatic, Road Bike,
blue, excellent condition. Call 474-2732.
1982 YAMAHA 400
Special II, 2,700 miles,
good condition. Call
753-9986 after 6p.m.
'1982 YAMAHA YZ80,
good condition. Never
been raced_ Helmet,
goggles, facemask,
boots and racing pads
3550. Phone 733-1364.
48. Auto Services

44

Lots for Sale

AURORA one to 10 acres
wooded Kentucky Lake
area from $3,995 nothing
down, from $39 month, for
home, mobile home, tree
Information phone Mr
Shell 1.800-521-4996
LARGE lot in Candlelight Estate Subdivision near Almo
Road frontage on two
sides. Well and septic
tank 753-4811
45

Farms for Sale

SO ACRES, 30 acres In
crops with Pe acres
tobacco, Cherry Corner
area. P.O. Box 5080,
Nashville, TN. 37207 or
815-228-3787

Murray
Eagles 4071
Dance Saturday
July 21, 1984
Band: Show Down

$100 Door Prize
Members & Guests
Only

49

40. Homes for Sale

FLAT faced registered
Himalayan or Persian
kittens. $95 Also
Marnitee kitten. 645 Wan
Covington, 901-479.2229
South Fulton

YARD
SALE

121 Pass Stella,

Go PIONEER

Prits-Stieell•s

38

YARD
SALE

41. Public Sales

Off East 94 On
Highway 280 on
right across East Y
Grocery. 4th
house on left.

Puelic Sales

41

4 RIMS and tires,
American Racing
wheels. Brand new,
approximately 300
miles, wheels .separate
Call days, 753-8005
After 6p.m. 492-8658
Ask for Jeff.
r 111.581RD Parts for 17
and 68. Interior parts
and front cap. Call
753-1205.
Reconditioned
Auto Batteries,
guaranteed! 115 ex. Call 753-3711.
IT Auto Sarvage
New and used parts.
474-2325.
SPECIAL! Batteries
Delco Sidepost. Small
type. $10 each. Call
753-3711

nOOD

=K

Used Cars

106$ FORD Fairlane,
good transportation,
great MPG. 1 owner
753-7575
1970 MG, good car,
price right 615-362-9360
1972
Pinto, good
condition, locally
owned, good second car
3375 Call 753-6483.
1974 AUDI Fox, auto
transmission, sunroof,
AM/FM radio, reasonably. Priced 7539620 after sp.m.
1974 DODGE Monaco,
V-8, ac.. pa. 4 doors, in
ip.aal condition. 756-9835.
1974 MAVERICK Ford.
6 cylinder, $1,350 7532589 after 4p m.
1974
ES 240D,
low mileage, good condition, $8,400 354-6635,
Benton,
/975 FIAT X19. Torga
top, excellent condition
753-9365.
1975 MONTE Carlo,
good engine, excellent
transportation, new
tires, clean inside,
needs body work $800
354-6778.
1976 CUTLASS
Broughm, $1,600 7599211

SO

Used Trucks

1977 FORD Econoline
Van, power and air. 310
series, low mileage,
extra good, 4 new Ursa.
orginal spare never
used. 4853637
19110 MAZDA Pickup
82000 extra nice
62.696 1070 Ford Ranchero, $495. 759-1801.
1981 CHEVY Pickup.
red. sharp. 753-02341
51

Campers

FOR SALE
1962 32 ft. camper.
Self-contained with
factory sir. Extra
nice. Must sacrifice!
733-1337
18 FOOT Casual Camper
for sale at Missing Hills
Resort, air conditioned,
excellent condition, water
front lot. Call 753-0366.
19 FT. Prowler camper.
self contained, factory
air and awning
759-0618.

53

Services Offered

Tuck's
wows, Pesnielin••
7,30 111:10 ISCRIAIER
fiAl Via AM NIS
Paneling
100 Patton:a

$3.75 up

11.

TWOOD•PAlen
91.11UNI1.0 MAMMALS
KITOIllai CADMUS
5A114600at VA/WHS.".
ROOFING MAMMALS
IXTIRKIll SWING
00011 UNITS

Hwy.43 1 Mi. SO.
Martin, Tn.
51 I I

901 397-

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

52. Boats-Motors
14 RUK.ABOUT with 445
h p Johnson, no trailer
758-4857
15 Ft MONARCH Bass
boat, 95 hp Eviru-ude foot
control trolling motor,
depth tinder, $3030 Call
753-0366.
17 FT. Tri Hull Ski Soot
walk thru windshield.
150 h.p. Mercury, power
tilt and trim, tandem
trailer. Must see, Excellent condition. 7539131 or after Sp m'
753-4729.
1974 ANCHORCRAFT,
14 ft fiberglass Ski
Boat, Tri-hull, WalkThru, 65 h.p. Mercury
with trailer, 759-4664.

33-

SIFf"ceS Onef"

NEED work on your
trees? Topping. prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338
ODD job specialist,
ceiling tans, electrical,
ptumbing, fencing You
name it, I do it You
buy, I install
You
break, I fix Call 436

•

TREEWORK, complete
removal, topping or
trimming
Ex
perienced
Reasonable
rates. 753-0211
WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. RI, 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442.7026.

ROOFING!
15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

GENERAL HOME
1976 MONTEGO MX,
REPAIR. 15 years exp.s., p.b., good condiperience. Carpentry,
tion. Call anytime beconcrete, plumbing,
fore 3p.m. 753-5410.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
1978 PONTIAC Grand
TO SMALL. Free esPrix. a.c., p.b., p.s.,
timates. Days 753-6973.
AM-FM cassette, good
nights 474-2276.
tires, depenable car,
GUTTERING by Sears.
11,800.753-9792.
Sears continuous gut
WILL do painting and
1977 CADILLAC, local
tens installed for your remodeling.
Very re
car, clean, good
specifications Call
asonble. 20 years ex
mechanical shape. Call
free perience.
for
753-2310
Sears
Call Bill, 4.3e
•753.3815 day, 75S-8372
estimate.
night.
2326.
1917 CAPRI Chevrolet,
WILL do roofing. Calf
certified mileage 41.000
James Hutson, 437-4817
BAILEY'S FARM
miles, loaded all options,
after 6p.m.
LUMBER
new tires, like new. ReWILL haul white rock,
placement with new car
For all your
sand, lime, rip rap and
would cost $14,030. Call
masonary sand, coal,
out building needs
408-8715 or 498-8739.
dirt, gravel, fill sand_
53. Services Offered
759-1099
1977 FORD Pinto, $8190,
Call Roger Hudson,
Corner of Industrial Rd
APPLIANCE SERCall 753-9688.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
VICE. Kenmore,
1077 OLDS Cutlass
Westinghouse, Do you have dead or
Salon. 527-8874.
PAINTING
Whirlpool. 21 years unwanted trees that
1977 PACER Station experience.
Parts and
need cutting or trees
Wagon, AM-FM 8-track, service, Bobby Hopper.
that need topping? Will
bucket seats, p.s., p.b., Bob's Appliance Seralso do other clean up
air, nice car. 753-2876.
vice, 202 S. 5th St
work such as cutting
INTERIOR
1978 BUICK Regal, air, 753-4872, 753-8886 shrubbery
or clean up
EXTERIOR
AM-FM cassette body (home)
grown up areas. Free
PAINTING
excellent, redish brown APPLIANCE repair
estimates. Call 437-4607
with ivory top. 762-4054.
work all brands. FENCE sales at Sears
WALLPAPERING
1 9 7 8 I' Oit D LTD Specialize in Tappen.
now. Call Sears 753.2310
Country Squire Wagon, Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
for free estimate for
JIM DAY
equipted, perfect con- Earl Lovett,
needs
dition, 400 engine. Ask- BLOCK Building. your
ing 22,500. 436-2121.
basements, garages.
19/8 LINCOLN Town footing, floors, driveAluminum and Vinyl
Car, loaded, excellent ways. Also brick work,
siding and Aluminum
*ME ESTIMATES*
condition, last of the big large or small Jobs 24
trim for all Ramos. It
models. 753-1914 or 753- years experience. 753stops paIntIng.
56. Free Column
2649.
5476.
Jock Glover
1978 PONTIAC Phoenix,
rabbits for pet
753.1873
2 dr. hard top, p.s.. p.b.,
purposes only Also free
air. NICE! $1,950. Can
Calico kittens 753-4161
be seen at 530 Broad or
call 753-5672.
1979 LINCOLN Mark 5,
fully equipped, excellent condition 16,500.
INSULATION blown in
753-7745,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
by Sears. TVA ap
N. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
1279 LINCOLN Ver- proved. Save on those
sailles, locally owned, high heating and coolloaded. good condition. ing bills. Call Sears
753.2310 for free
Call 753-5940,
SOLID WOOD CABINETS
RAISED PANEL DOORS
1979 OLDS Cutlass estimate.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Supreme Broughm, 1 JOE (Sonney) Mc Kin
GUNICASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
owner, loaded. low ney Appliance Service.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
miles, excellent condi- All makes and models 9 CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
tion Just serviced. (Authorized Service on ▪
COMPETITIVE PRICES Dreg" By & Sae OW Ohipliey
Must sacrifice. $5,000. Montgomery Ward Ap
•
436-2573.
pi iances) Located at e 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
1979 Z28 Camaro, George Hodge and Son .0•
•••
••••
••
•••
•
•
•
•
• •
loaded, $4,200. 759-4621 Used Furniture Store
afte 5p.m.
753-8505 or 492-8704.
1980 -280 ZX, 2 plus.
Imostionfteede-dei
loaded, 46,XXX miles,
mint condition. 1-247.
CAMPBELL WELL
5532 or 1-247-6618.
DRILLING
McKenzie, To
1983 COUGAR, lodaed,
Cal Casio.
excellent condition, $5,
901-362.3671 ca
700. Call 437-4820.
901-352-5704
1.18LIRGLASS Buggy.
Free Estimate.
AM-FM stereo, 8 track,
less than 3,000 miles JOINER'S Tree Service.
since rebuilt. Built for 30 years experience. Also
highway use, very bucket truck for hire, Call
sharp. 47443275.
753-0366.
FOR Sale, locally owned LAWN Mower and tiller
new car trade-ins No repair 3 miles south on
cars purchase at the Auto 121. See Wayne and Kim
Auction Inquire at Wilson, 753-5086.
Carroll Volkswagen-Audi. LICENSED Electrician
Mazda and Depenable for residential and
Used Cars Call Jeff commercial, Heating
Oakley, 753-8850
and air condition, gas
installation and, repair
Phone 753-7203.
50 Used Trucks

436-2999

PAINTING
753-3716

rnEE

Or.funrs

1964 DODGE Pickup
truck. slant 6 engine.
good tires, good running
condition, 8-track tape
player, $450 753-4455 or
753-5819.
1969 FORD F100
Pickup, 8 cylinder.
standard transmission,
62.000, good condition.
best otter, Call 753-6278
1972 DATSUN Pickup,
motor good and utility
trailer Call 753-7457
1978 DODGE- Van, long
wheel base, low milea g e . $1.500 Call
753-9200

Aluminum &arks Co.
Aluminum (sod vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Molloy,
753-0689.

Live and Work at Home
Four bedroom home with
two-bay shop. Beautiful shaded lot on blacktop road - 5
miles West of Murray. Immediate occupancy and liberal
terms. Call Bill Dodson Days 753-3231 - Evenings
- 753-5686

•
•
•

AUCTION
House and 2 acre lot
to be sold at Auction on
Fri., July 27th 6 p.m.

• •
wt.!'

on 641 South

Shroat-Walfirop Realtor
" Pete Waldrop, Broker
Dan Miller, AuctIoneer
Phone 759-1707 or 435-4144

On K. Lake. 2 RR. 2 baths. large Ming room A: kitehea.
room with Meow wall & wood bunting stoup. Mee a
MON*
your boat.
Contact Geri Anderson

KOPPERUD REALTY'
753-1222

Friendship gospel meetings set

Mrs. Arvena H. Elder dies
The Rev
William
Paul Dailey. Sr., 76.
died suddenly Thursday
morning at his home in
Hazel. His wife, Mrs.
Frances Blakely Dailey,
died Aug. 1, len
He presently was serving as interim pastor of
the Scotts Grove Baptist
Church. Born July 20,
1907, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Claude Dailey and
Mae Hargrove Dailey.
Rev
Dailey
graduated from Gupton
Jones Mortuary School.
During the 1940s and
1950s he owned and
operated Hazel Lumber
Co. and Hazel Funeral
Home.
He was active in the
Hazel Baptist Church
and was Sunday School
superintendent for
many years
The deceased attended Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville. His first
pastorate was at Avalon
Baptist Church in Warren County. In 1955 he
accepted the pastorate
of First Baptist Church,
Benton, and later
pastored Friendship
Church, Lincoln Park,
Mich., and Zions Cause
Baptist Church in Marshall County.
During the past
several years he has
served as interim pastor
for several churches
throughout Western
Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Calvin
(Gwyn)Key, Hazel; one
son, W. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
and wife, Cheryl, Mur-

Memorial $it
for Mr. Rose
Graveside memorial
services for Charles D.
(Chuck) Rose will be
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at
the West Fork
Cemetery.
The Rev. Danny
Leslie will officiate.
Mr. Rose, 35, died
Saturday at 3:30 a.m. at
his home in New Concord. The body was
cremated.
He is survived by his
mother, Mrs. Velma
Drinkard Rose, Mur_
ray; two sisters, Mrs.
Robert Torango, Dixon,
Tenn., and Mrs. Gordon
Bearsby, New Concord;
one brother, Allan G.
Rose, Rt. I, Murray;
stepmother, Mrs. Helen
Rose, and stepgrandmother, Mrs. Buena
Rose, Murray.

The funeral for Mrs.
Stella Wilkinson Dowdy
will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home.
Dr. Greg Earwood
will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be
Clyde Steele, Joe Pat
Ward, Windsor Tripp,
Marvin Harris, Dale
Barnett and James
Lamb.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mrs. Dowdy, 80. 506
South Seventh St., died
Wednesday at 11:30
p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born March 16, 1904 in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late William Thomas
Wilkinson and Jennie
Cook Wilkinson.
One son, W.H. Dowdy,
died in 1977.
Survivors are her husband. Hubert Dowdy;
one daughter, Mrs. John
Clendenon, Murray;
two sisters. Mrs. Vermal Wicker and Mrs.
Ruth Colson; two
brothers, T.J Wilkinson
and Woodrow Wilkinson; four grandchildren, Mrs Gary
Lamb, Miss Sheila
Clenderion. Mrs. Ray
Ross and Mrs. Steve
Rahman; fly, greatvsindo*Mhrom

Rev. William
Paul Deliey, Sr.
ray; one sister, Mrs
Rubye Ward, Paducah.
His five grandchildren are Stan Key,
Dan Key, Deena Dailey,
Paul Dailey III and
John Dailey. Two greatgrandchildren are Ryan
Key and Nell Key.
The funeral will be
Sunday at 3 p.m. at the
Hazel Baptist Church.
Burial will follow in
the Hazel Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements will be the
Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel, where friends
may call after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

Basil Meridijh
Feagin, 68, Rt. 1,
Hickory, died Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Veterans Administra•
titan Hospital, St. Louis,
Mo.
He was a retired
farmer and a veteran of
World War II. One son,
Dewayne Feagin. is
deceased.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Jeanette
Feagin; six daughters,
Mrs. Belba Phillips,
Mrs. Archie. Carr, Mrs.
Jerry Hendley, Mrs.
Norman Carter, Miss
Rita Feagin and Miss
Betty Feagin, all of
Mayfield; five sons,
James, Eddie, Donald,
Joe and John Feagin, all
of Mayfield.
One brother, Roscoe
Feagin, Murray, survives, along with two
sisters, Mrs. Audrey
Lee, Paducah, and Mrs.

Services for Joe Martin Riley will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of. Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev.
Eugene Clark will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Frank Riley, Lake
Riley, Jerry Riley, Lincoln Riley, Riley
Johnston and Bruce
Johnston.
Burial will follow in
the Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. Riley, 69, Rt. 3,am4099
Calvert City, died
Wednesday at 9:50 p.m. 1 Lid
at Lourdes Hospital, 4 To the left
9 Container
Paducah.
12 Hall!
Born Nov. 20, 1914, in 13 Heavy
Kentucky, he was the drinker
son of the late Joseph 14 Macaw
Commodore Riley and 15 R•stricts
Mats Louise Edwards 17 Long-1699°d
bird
Riley.
19 Keen
A retired employee of 20 Tahitian
Uniroyal Tire Co., edible
rootstock
Detroit, he was a
member of Ferndale 21 Halt
Masonic Lodge No. 5o623 Regular
procedures
Free and Accepted 27 Rabbits
Masons. Ferndale,29 Legal order
Mich., and Grace Bap- 30 Syrnboi for
List Church, Warren, tin
31 Goal
Mich.
2 Attenuait
o7
He is survived by his 34
lieu
wife, Mrs. Virginia
Oleos
Spann Riley; o n e 35 Deciliter
abbc
daughter, Mrs. Betty Jo
Herndon, Kansas city, 36 Facial
K a n
; three 37 e
Gl
oPice,ss1°n
grandchildren.
Also surviving are 39
42 Otherwise
°
three sisters, Mrs. Lena 43 Leese
Volcanic
Arant, St. James, Mo., 44
Mrs. Hazel Green, 46 ecna a1K)n
Mob
Fairhope, Ala., and sa Quiet7
Mrs. Fay Cook, 51 Joint
Belleville, Ill.; four 52 Musical study
brothers, Lax G. Riley, 54 Haul
Calvert City, Rudy John 55 CrPn"°'d
Riley, Seffner, Fla., 56 f131‘
57 Europeans
Guy Roscoe Riley, GlenReverence
dale, Calif., and
Woodrow Jack Riley, St. DOWN
1 Sunburn
Louis, Mo.

Nadine Bell, Mayfield;
nine grandchildren;
seven stepgrand•
children; two stepgreatgrandchildren.
The funerpl will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
Pleasant Grove Baptist
Church in Graves County. The Rev. Joe
Bagwell and the Rev.
Michael Farmer will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Trinity Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the family residence.
ANAHEIM. Calif.
(AP) — The Christian
Bookseller Association
held its annual convention this week, calling it
the biggest ever, with
about 350 companies exhibiting their publications over five acres of
the Anaheim Convention Center.

Mrs. Arvena
Hargrove Elder, 66, 208
North 16th St., Mayfield,
died Thursday at 7:45
a m. at Community
Hospital there.
She was a retired
employee of the Merit
Clothing Co., Mayfield.
Survivors are her husband, James Elder;
four stepdaughters.
Mrs. Norma Herman
and Martha Freeman,
Mayfield, Mrs. Betty
Neel, lit 2. Mayfield,
and Mrs. Sandy
Gossum, Wingo; 10
stepgrandchildren; one
stepgreat-grandchlld
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Imalee
Wilson, Phoenix, Ariz.,
and two brothers, T.C.
Hargrove, fit. 1, Murray,and Alton
Hargrove, Phoenix.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roberts

Funeral Home,
Mayfield, The Rev.
Veater Moreland will
officiate
Pallbearers will be
Stanley, Clayton, Ronnie, Bob, Don and
Charles Hargrove
Burial will follow in
the Spence Chapel
Cemetery in Graves
County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Federal State Market Nears Perebee
Friday July 2U 1961
Kentucky Purchade Ano Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 544 Eat SOP Barrows
Cults madly' t Saber SO.a steed!,
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156 3066 nn
its te MI
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152 2114.
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1314 114.40104
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$ks All 37 IN)
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The Friendship
Church of Christ will
conduct a series of
gospel meetings starting Monday, July 22,
and continuing through
Thursday, July 26.
Dan Jenkins, minister
of the Palm Beach
Lakes Church of Christ,
West Palm Beach, Fla.,
will be the speaker for
the services at 10 and 11

a.m. and 7:30 p.m on
Sunday and at 7:30 p m.,
Monday through
Thursday.
A gospel singing will
be at 2;30 p.m. Sunday
The church is located
approximately 13 miles
from Murray on
Highway 1348 off
Highway 04 East. The
public is invited, a
church spokesman said.

Locust Grove plans revkal services
Revival services will
begin at the Locust
Grove Baptist Church
on Sunday evening, July
22, and will continue
through Sunday morning, July 29.
The Rev. Heyward
Roberts, pastor and
revival speaker in the
Rinnel River Baptist

Association, will be the
speaker for the services
at 7 : 30 p.m. each
evening.
The public is invited
to attend, said the
church pastor, the Rev.
Jack Jones. Robert
Houston will direct the
music

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319
illa.
—
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1980 Chevrolet Luv
W/Topper
'4443

Wan/ I'VE BEEN
LAYING HERE ALL
Y! I -IOULD
GET SOME
EXERCISE--

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S Murray
i

2 Eggs
3 Act
4 Solar disk
MCC COM MEC
5 Force
MCC CCU COM
6 Harvest
BCC UMW() CCU
goddess
CCM] EC OU
DC
7 Again: prefix
OCCOU CUOMO
8 Argument in
DUMB ECU CCU
writing
OULU ECM [MUM
9 Nobleman
OCU CCM [MUM
10 Metric
MUM CUM
measure
11 Ship channel CC OM MCCG CC
16 Mature
CCM OMICUC CCU
18 Courage
MCCOOCUCCUCEM
20 Twist
UMCD UDC MUM
21 Tint
22 Caudal
appendages 34 Southeastern 45 Beverage: p1.
Capital
46 Greek letter
24 Due to
47 Free of
36 Developed
be paid
Fim
48 Bright star
38
25 Old-time
49 Farm animal
40 Figure of
speech
50 Female
41 Omit from
sheep
pronuncia53 Symbol for
tion
tantalum

Our Very Best Deals
On These Fine
Appliances!
`Mu get glass capacitive touch COT,
trot. defrost cycle. 2 cooking cycles
with 10 power levels and much more!

See the latest
Toast and Platinum
Appliance Colors!

owd.
LAwommusmol.
Lame Capacity washer
with 4 antornatic cycles
plus Super SURGILATOR
Agitator. Five-cycle. 3
temperature dryer with
special KNIT setting
(Gas dryer available

rAMOI131,4

Features 4 anomaly.
cycles. Power Clean'
smelting system. Hamm
smelling option, esausive
in-thr-door silverware
basket. high-side racks.
!"."- decorator 6-1001or panel
pmck. phis more!

RED TAGS
SALE!
BUY THE FIRST

liOn., ft model lamer.
no-Inmerpriom inured
OM doom sidPastable
Ihelves and meat pan.
proviason for agatiorml
Ire maker.

RED TAG
ITEM AT REGULAR PRICE —
GET THE SECOND RED TAG
ITEM FOR 44
1 00
Salo
Starts
July Mb

SA71SFAC1ION GUARANTEED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK*

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
"SushmssisOwe

Murray, Ky.
•

(302) 733-0393

VolfereAWmtimUmm—cluaft0AWItylIMW

